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Summary of the Month's Work-October 1943 
I. October was Coastal Command's third best month on record, with a provisional total of at 

least ten kills. The pack tactics against the Northern Convoys have continued, hut can have brought 
little comfort to the enemy High Command. With the exception of one in Southern Approa.cJ1es to 
the Bay, all the kills were against packs on the Northern Convoy routes. 

2. Following the attack on ON. 202 and ONS. 18, mPntioned in last month's summary, a pack 
was so unwise as to select a hunting ground within easy striking range of Iceland. The result was 
that in an action covering the 3rd to 5th October, three U-Boats were killed, one by 120 Squadron, 
one by 269 with the R.P. weapon and one as first blood to the P.V.I.s of No. 128 Squadron, U.S.N. 
Three days later, on the 8tl1, Coastal Command bad its record day, killing three U-Boats out of a 
pack threatening an East-bound convoy, SC. 143, the Squadrons concerned being 86, 120 and 423 
(R.C.A.F.). And the following week-end, on the 16iliand 17th, a further three certain, plus one probable, 
out of the pack following two We.st-bow1d convoys were killed by 86, 120 and 59 Squadrons; in addition 
two U-Boats were sunk by the surface escorts. 'fhus in a fortnight the enemy lost at least 11 U-Boats, 
not counting the probables, of which at least 9 were sunk by Coastal Command, at a cost to ourselves 
of one destroyer, Ule Polish ·· Orkan," whose loss we aU regret, two merchant ships and three aircraft, 
from which 12 members of the crews were saved. This is not a rate of exchange that can possibly be 
regarded as profitable by Doenitz, and still less by the seagoing personnel of the U-Boat Service. 

3. Apart from that, the high light of the month was, of course, the Anglo-Portuguese agreement 
by which we obtain the use of the Azores as a base in tbe U-Boa.t war. The St:nior British Officer 
in the Azores is Air Vice-Marshal G. R. Bromet, C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., in whose tenure of command 
of No. 19 Group sc;,me 30 U-Boats were killed in the Bay in the lirsl seven months of this year, and 
the Air Forces in the Awres now constitute No. 247 Gro11p of this Command. The strategic advautagcs 
of our use of the Azores will be obvious to anyone with a chart and a pair of dividers ; one advantage, 
perhaps not so obvious, is that it will enable the Trans-Atlantic convoys to use more southerly routes 
where the weather in the winter is less appalling than in the far North Atlantic, which will reduce 
the delays and damage to shipping which have been such an unfortunate feature of the first four 
winters of the war. 

4_ In the Bay we have again ell.-perienccd an unusual run of bad weather in October. Incidentally, 
the weather records show that Spnng and Autumn are always the worst periods for weather in the 
Bay, the Winter months comparing not unfavourably with the Summer. This, and a continuation 
of the cautim1s tactics referred to in hst month's summary, have resulted in another relatively -lean 
month {or the Bay offensive, with 13 sightings and 10 attacks; of the latter six were by Leigh Light 
Wellingtons, one resulting in a kill and the others as yet being unassessed. By th~ time this issue 
is published No. 304 (Polish) Squadron should be fully operational with Leigh Lights, and at least 
a high proportion of the Liberators of No. 53 Squadron \\-ill be available for the long-range work at 
night in the southern reaches of the Bay ; we may hope with some confidepce that this will go far 
to restore our former rate of kills in this area. ThrPP Liberator squadrons of the 7th Fleet Air Wing, 
U.S. Navy, ai-e now operational in the Bay. 

In the Gibraltar area there were six sightings and three attacks at night, excluding those by 
Gibraltar aircraft included in the Bay figures. Actually the one kill included in those figures was 
a South-bound U-Boat in transit which was disposed of in an excellent attack by a L.L. Wellington 
of 179 Squadron. 

5. Anti-shipping operations in October were S/'verely restricted by lack of cloud cover on the 
Norway coast and lack of targets 011 the Dutch coast. A Rover patrol in force from the North Coates 
Wing turned the grounded Strassburg into a total loss on Oclobcr 19, setting fire also to a tug and 
damaging an armed trawler for the loss of one Beaufighter. 

6. Enemy air activity in the Bay was less marked than in previous months. A patrol o! No. 143 
Squadron on October 7 destroyed two and damaged one of a formation of six Ju.88's. And on 
October 26 " D" of 311 (Cr.ech) Squadron fought a notable action wilh seven J u.88's, destroying one 
and damaging two for no damage or casualties to the Liberator. 

7. Avoidable accidents continue to take a regrettably hish toll. No_ 17 Group, however, can 
point to a remarkable achievement in that accidents in their O.T.U.s dropped from S7 in August 
to 50 in September and 39 in October, a rate per ten thousand hours flying of 36·4, 23 and 23 
respectively. If this can be done with crews under training in an O.T.U. Group, something like 
it should certainly be possiblP in operntional Groups by constant and meticulous attention to the 
subject in Group H.Q., and by a proper sense of responsibility on the part of Station and Squadron 
Commanders. 
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To the U.S. Army Air Corps 

TI~ following signat was sent to the Commandi1ig Officer of 479 A/S 
Grcnep, VIII Air Force, by the A.0.C.-in-C., Coa.stal Command, im 

October 25, when the Group was pre-pari1ig to leave the Command for 
duties elsewhere. 

The time is approacl1il1g that will bring to an end the association of Squadrons 

of the U.S.A.A.F. with Coastal Command in the war at sea against the U-Boats. 

In that campaign your squadrons have earned the respect and affection of all ranks 
in Coastal with whom they have come into contact. They have earned, too, in no 

uncertain terms, the respect of the enemy who has recently gone to extreme lengths 

and accepted a considerable reduction in the offensive efficiency of his u.Boat patrols 
in the attempt to evade the counter-offensive to which you have contributed so much. 

Both in direct damage inflicted on the enemy and in forcing him largely under the 
surface across the Bay, the squadrons of 479 A /S Group have played an outstanding 

part in the Bay offensive. 

I am only sorry that they will not be with us to join in the renewed action to 

which we are determined to bring the enemy again. But I know they will give the 

same good account of themselves in their new operations, fm: which I would like you 
to give them all my best wishes on behalf of Coastal Comm:md. 

The following reply io the above signal wa.s received from the 

Commanding Officer of 479 A/S GrO'ltp, VI 11 Air Force, 01i JXovember l. 

Permit me to convey our appreciation of your kind message and our gratitude for 
all the courtesies and help given us by Coastal Command, and we leave with sincere 
ret;ret and hope your memories of our stay will be as pleasant as our,;. 

(Signed) HOWARD ~IOORE, 

Colonel, 

479 A/S Group. 



,;-:Ub4-?.,, ( ._..,-a. 1> ~ I..._, ~ .. . 
U- l :o.1i atlackc<l by Z/86 and T / 120 on Octobc, 8. 1sec letterpress, page i.) The top pbot<>l(r:tph s hows a 
large part of the crew in the conning 10,\·c-1-, with the- German naval C'll!iig:n hoisted. In lhc lo\!.•el' photograph 

lh{' after gun position is scc11 c1npty, the g11n having- been b:·okcn front the ckck by explosions. 

PLATE l 



PLATL:: 2 

l I 

Sul"faccd 500-lon U-Rnat attacker] h\' C ' 12() on Ociohcr 8. The twin ,\.A. mounting mav be cicarlv s~cn un the 
upper !'itcp of the conning- tower ; aiSo a nrnltiplc mom1li11~. presumably o( four 20.mm. iuns, on tile luwt'r slep. 

with it s armoured shields full:· extended. 

\J 5 4- 0 A11 incident in lhP aitack on a U-13oat by l".1120 on Oriohcr 17. 

'\,.Jo . ~-w -\...., l'--c.i ry<..)1,-l_. 

l 

Another incident in l hc attack on a U-Hoat b:· E / 120 on October 17. 
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1.-ANTI U-BOAT 
(See notes below.) 

ANTI U-BOAT SCORES FROM APRIL TO SEPTEMBER, 1943 PEBOENTAOE FJGu&ES OF lll1ERrt 
1N BlG NUMERALS 

63 Sq. U.S.N. 10 Sq. 48 Sq. 53 Sq, 58 Sq. 69 Sq. 86 Sq. 120 Sq. 172 Sq. 

0 46 
~= 55 

33 118 5 II) 95 ll0 90 
- = NlL -= '/Ji -- 55 -= 6 -= 21 - = 30 -= 46* -= 53 
10 170 GO 00 210 00 320 ~40 170 

179 Sq. 190 Sq. 201 Sq. 202 Sq. 206 Sq. 210 Sq. 220 Sq. 224 Sq. 228 Sq. 

----

i8 
-- 52 
H!O 

233 Sq. 

46 

-- 57 
80 

502 Sq, 

20 
- = 19 
140 

(C505S3) 

22 38 1$ 9 46 13 65 40 

-= 38 - - 48 -= 22 - - 46 -- 44 -= 32 -- 25 - = 80 
110 100 30 40 100 40 260 50 

269 Sq. 304 Sq. 311 Sq. 330 Sq. 333 Sq, 407 Sq. 423 Sq. 461 Sq, 

·---

93 6 13 32 23 46 
- - 36 - = 30 - = 65 - - - - 46 -- 46 -- 57 
260 20 20 70 1i() so 

I 
647 Sq. 612 Sq. 236 Sq. (R.P.) 

--

6 20 10 

- "' 12 - - 32 - - 50 
60 so 20 

• Seven attacks made by 120 Squarlron have yet to be assessed. 

Attacks on U-Boats 

Note on Table above, showing Squadron Scores for the Six Months, April to Septembel', 1943 

The tables arc based on the Admiralty assessments of all attacks by squadrons. 
Attacks are divided into the following categories:-

(1) Misses. (2) Insufficient evidence of damage. (3) Damage. 

The assessment Damage includes: Known sunk, Probably sunk, Damage A, Damage B, Slight 
damage. For the purpose of arriving at the result, the following system has been adopted ;-

For each attack assessed as No Da.Dla.ge .. 
For each attack assessed as Insufficient Evidence of Damage 
For each attack assessed as Damaged, or Known Sunk .. 

0 
3 

10 

There have been no outstanding scores during September. However, as noted above, 
there are still seven attacks still to be assessed, made by l 20 Squadron which played a very 
active part in the defence of convoys ONS J8 and ON 202. 

No. 179 Squadron made the greatest number of attacks during the month and obtained 
55 points out of a possible one hundred. 

,., 2 
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I 
Duty and Base or Area. 

Cotiwy C"1.-e~ , , -
United Kingdom .. . . .. .. .. 
Iceland .. .. .. . . . . .. . . 
Gibraltar and Moroccan Sea Frontier . . .'. I .. 
Azores .. .. . . . . .. . . . . 

TOTAL CONVOY COVE R .. . .. 

A/U Patrol& 

NtWIAerti Transit 
United Kingdom .. .. . . . .. . . 
Iceland . . .. . . .. .. .. .. 

N o,1/,ern Co,zvoy 
United Kingdom . . '. . . . . . . 
Ice land .. .. . . . . .. .. . . 
Azores .. .. .. . . .. .. . . 

Bay of Bi&cay (Inc. adjacent patrols.) 
United Kingdom . . . . . . . . . . 
Gibralto..r and Moroccan Sea Frontier . . .. . . 

Azores . . .. 
Central Co,iwy 

. . . . .. .. . . 
Gibraltar and Moroccan Sea F rontier .. .. .. 

TOTAL A/ U PATROLS . . .. 
ADD CONVOY COVER . . . . .. 

TOT AL COAST AL COM.MAND A/U EFFORT .. 

SUIDIABY Ol' AR'l'I U-BOAT OPERATIOlfS BY OOASTAL OOllllU.ND AIBCRAPT 

(Including Gibraltar, Iceland and U.S. llloroccan Sea Frontier Aircraft) 

OCTOBER 1943. 

Hours F lown. U-Boats Sighted. U-Boats Atta.eked. H ours per Sighting. 

T otal 
Base t o I On Patrol. 

I I Sorties. Day. Night. Day. Night. Base to I On Patrol. 
Base. Base. 

( I) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) {7) (8) (9) 

' t 

105 1,507 463 8 - 8 - 188 58 
62 692 263 20 I IS I 33 12 

223 1,881 944 I - - - 1,881 944 

6 60 27 I - - 60 '1:/ 

396 ◄, 140 1,697 30 I 23 I 133 55 
- -

, 

184 1,946 698 - - - - - -
154 834 325 - - - - - -

32 356 166 2 - I - 178 83 
69 4 17 261 6 - s - 69 43 

4 37 10 - - - - - -

960 9,323 4,035 3 7 2 5 932 403 

2 15 2,469 754 - 3 - 8 823 25l 

36 2 12 105 - - - - - -
297 2,232 1,548 l 4 - 3 H6 910 

1,951 17,826 7,902 12 14 8 II 686 304 

396 4, 140 1,697 30 I 23 I - -

2,347 21,966 9,599 42 15 3 1 12 385 168 
~ _, ~ 

57 U-Boa.t~ si~htcd. 43 U-'Roats attacked. 

N ou.- In addition to the above t here were five chance sightings by Transit aircraft, 

No. of Sort.tes. Col. 10 
Sorties 

When I Whe n 
with 

U-Boat U-Boat Flak. 

Siribted. Attacked. 
JO ) (11) (12) 

8 7 7 
17 IS 15 

I - . ' 0 
I - 0 

27 22 22 

l 
f_.....J 

' .... 
- ........ -
- - -

I I r . I 
•8 7 t 7 
- - ~ -

9 7 7 
3 3 I 

- ---
- - -

5 3 3 

26 21 19 
27 22 22 

53 43 ' 41 
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Sum.mary-e-0nti11ued 
Assessments 

lnsaf-
ficient Known Probably Dama.gcd. Damaged. Slight No 

Month. Su.ok. Sunk. A. 8. Damage. Evidence Damage. of 
Damage. 

August .. .. 5 - - 2 - l s 

September .. l 1 l 2 - 14 2 

October 10 - 1 - I s 2 
(provisional). . 

llor 
Reference. 

A 

B 

C 

D 

p; 

Analysis ol U-Boats Sighted 

U-Boats. 

Particulars of lncidon ti. 
Sighted. Attacked. 

On 36 occasions I U-Boat was sighted by I aircraft- 36 'l:l 
27 aircraft attacked. 

On 2 occasions 1 U-Boat was sighted by 2 aircra!t-all 
aircraft .attacked. 

2 2 

On 2 occasions I U-Boat wai: signted by 3 aircraft- 2 2 
S aircraft attacked (sea aJso Ref. E bclowl. 

Ou 4 occasions 2 U-Boats were sighted by I aircraft-- 8 s 
I aircraft attacked 2 U-Boa.ts and 3 aircraft attacked 
I U-Boat. 

On 3 occasions 3 U-&ats were ~ighted by I aircraft- 9 7 
each aircraft attacked 2 U-Bo.-its ( l of the remaini~ 
U-Boats was attacked by a ~econ<l aircraft includ 
in Ref. C above). 

Total~ .. .. . . 57 43 

Squadron Results-October l C\4,?, 
St,riies 
when 

U-Boats 

(i) United Kingdom a11d Iceland 
Sighted. 

I (Night). 
I (Night). 

58 Halifax 

Insuf-
ficient Un-Evidence assessed. 

of 
U-Boat. 

I -
I 2 

- 24 

Number of Sorlies. 

When When 
Aircraft Aircraft 
Sighted. Attacked. 

36 

4 

6 

.j 

3 

53 

'J:7 

4 

5 

4 

3 

43 

Sorties 
when 

U-Boats 
Attacked. 

l (Night). 
1 (Night). 502 Halifax 

269 Hudson 

Holrnesley South 
Holrnesley South 
Reykjavik 6 (1 Night). 4 (I Night). 

59 Liberator 

86 
105 (U.S.N.) 
120 
224 
311 
228 
422 
423 
128 (U.S.N.) 
407 
612 

Liberator 
Liberator 
Liberator 
Liberator 
Liberator 
Sunderland 
Sunderland 
Sunderland 
Ventura 
S{L Wellington 
S/L Wellington 

Ballykelly and 
detachment 

Ballykelly 
Dunkeswell 
Reykjavik 
St. Eval .. 
Beaulieu .. 
Pembroke Dock 
Castle Archdale 
Bowmore 
Reykjavik 
Chivenor 
Chivenor 

(ii) Gil>raUar and Morouan Sea Frontier 
92 (U.$.N.) Catalina Port Lyautey 

1.79 S/L Wellington North Front 
127 (U.S.N.)· Ventura Agadir 

(iii) Azores 
220 

(C50583) 

Fortress Lagcns 

Reykjavik 
4 
5 
l 

13 
I 
I 
l 
1 
1 
3 
3 (Night). 
1 (Night). 

I 
7 (Night). 
1 

53 

4 
4 
1 

12 
1 
0 
I 
1 
1 
3 
2 (Night). 
1 (Night). 

0 
6 (Night). 
0 

0 

43 

B3 
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Recent Attacks on U-Boats 
In the latt: afternoon of October 16 Liberator 

Y/86 was on passage to Convoy ONS20, when a 
surfaced U-Boat was sighted 16 miles dead ahead. 
The U-Boat was a 740-tonner armed ,villi quad
ruple 20-tnm. cannon abaft the conning tower. 
The aircraft turned 15° to starboard and climbed 
into cloud. At 2,000 feet Y /00 broke cloud and 
found herself some 5 miles from the U-Boat. 
The enemy had evidi;.-ntly seen the aircraft a.nd 
opened fire at a range of 2 miles. The Liberator 
Captain decided lo go straight in to attack and 
approachc>d from fine on the port bow, opening 
fire with the nose gun at 1,000 yards. The U-Boal 
turned to starboard, but Y/00 tracked over the 
c01ming tower at 50 feet and dropped three depth 
charges spaced at 90 feet. Neither the splash of 
entry nor the cxplo;rions were seen, bul from the 
position of the e>..'Plosion mark and the wake it was 
set'!ll that the dt'pth charges had exploded cor
rectly, and it was estimated that the stick had 
straddled. However, the U-Boat appeared to be 
undamaged, although ten minutes after the attack 
she stopped and rumained stationary for five 
minutes before getting under way again. She 
circled and put up very intense flak whun the 
Liberator attempted a second attack. The 
Captain decided to postpone this and circled to 
port at ranges from 1,000 to 2,500 yards, constalltly 
varying his height. He tried in vain to contact 
tht: convoy (then about 100 miles away) by R/T, 
and sent out W(f reports. The U-Boat took 
violent evasive action for 20 minutes and then 
set off north-west at about 15 knots. The 
Liberator made otl1er abortive attempts. to attack 
and then asked 15 Group for instructions in case 
a naval unit was being directed to the scene. 
Group orderetl the aircraft to try to home the 
surface escort and, when this failed, to reh~ to 

\: c.(< ,.:'1 ..I ,: (,'I" 

the convoy. It was not known at Group that 
·• Y" had not yet met the convoy. It was then 
almost dark and with no prospect of surface aid 
the Captain decided to make another attack in 
spite of the flak . At 1900 hours he made two 
dummy attacks from ahead and in each case the 
U-Boat's gunuen; reacted promptly. He then 
came in a third time from ahead, altc1ing COUTS(.> 

all the way in. Th<' Gt:nnan turned to starboard 
and opened up at 1,000 yarrls. The aircraft 
altered to port and hit the conning tower and 
gun positions with fire from the nose. Then the 
Liberator swung to starhoard and attacked from 
Gt'een 10. Three depth charges were dropped, the 
third failing alongside the hull just forward of 
the conning tower. \,Vhcn thr plumes subsided 
the U-Boat seemed to be on (•-ven keel but bt:gan 
making small circles and figures of eight. Flak 
came up intermittently as long as the aircraft was 
in range, and the vessel was apparently under 
control. Three quarters of an hour later the 
U-Boat's bows seemed low in the water and after 
a few minutes black smoke came from both sides 
of the after deck. She slowly lost way and at 
2000 hours stopped with her bows well under 
water. Three minutes later the bows sank even 
lower and the U-Boat disappeared from sight 
beading north. Right up to this moment she 
kept up spasmodic fire but at no titue in the whole 
action was the Liberator hit, t hough the Germans 
used a prodigious amount o[ ammunition. As 
soon as the U-Boat disappeared "Y" flew low 
over the scene of the attack. In the failing light 
the crew saw life jackets in the water and about 
twelve Olt'l) clinging to one dinghy and sixteen 
or twenty to anotlwr. Clever tactics in the 
final approach contributed largely lo this very 
satisfactory conclusion. 

IJ9. 1 ' l ~ u rJ v- r, \ p. 

"'~ A Clean Kill 
At 1654 houro on October 4 Liberator X/120 

received orders to attack a U-Bont, and at 
1910 houts, havmg reached the area, was flying 
just below cloud base at 3,000 feet when a U-Boat 
was sighted at about 6 miles. The aircraft 
immediately attacked, making good use of cloud 
cover and achieved a certain degree of surprise. 
Flak wascncounter!;d at about 1,000 feet, but good 
shooting with the nose gun from 800 feet silenced 
the U-Boat's gunners. 

The aircraft tracked over the U-Boat and 
dropped thn·e Mark XI Torpex depth charges, 

spaced 90 feet, with the Mark III bomb sight 
The last of these entered the water about 40 feet 
short of the conning tower, exploding right 
underneath. When the plumes bad subsided and 
black smoke had cleared away, the Pilot had the 
satisfaction of seeing 30-40 feet of the U-13oat 
sticking vertically out of lhe sea, and about 
twenty-five survivors wearing lifo jackets, in the 
water. Three •· K" type dinghies were dropped, 
two of whic.h fell among the survivors. 

This U-Boa.t was probably making for the 
convoy at the time of this very excelJent attack. 

Patience Rewarded 
At 1430 hour:. on October 4 Ventura B/128 

(U.S.N.) attacked a U-Boat and forced her to 
submerge. The aircraft then left to carry out 
baiting tactics and stayed away for twenty 
minutes. On returning there was nothing to 1.,e 
seen, so the Vent11ra again flew away and this 
time stayed for an hour. Coming back again the 
Americans b egan a search up t..he U-Boat's 
original course and their patience was rewarded 
with the sight of their quarry abo\1t 12 miles 
from the fin.-t position. They immediately in
creased to full speed and dived out of the sun 
dropping three depth bombs. It is stated that the 
first exploded under the stem, the next under 
the com1fag tower and the lalit under the bow. 

The Ventura ci1·cled to attack with machine gun 
fire and the crew saw bluish white smoke pouring 
from the conning tower. Tht: decks seemed to be 
in great confusion. Holding his .fire until he was 
very close the Ventura Captain raked the enemy 
from stem to stem until his ammunition ran out. 
He circled again and saw the conning tower sink 
and either the bows or the stem rise high in the 
air and slide back under the surface. Some of the 
German crew could be seen swimming in the water 
and others were clinging to four or five small 
rafts. There was also a very large oil stick and 
debris. The Ventura then set course for base 
having reached P.L.E. 
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A Splendid R.P. Attack 
At 0900 hours on October 5 Hudson F/269 

on anti U-Boat sweep, sighted a U-Boat at 
one mile range. The aircraft was flying at cloud 
base of 2,500 feet and imm111liately dived to 
attack Fortunately the U-Boat ... vas neady 
ahe.ad on sighting, so no violent alteration of 
courSe was necessary. 

Very concentrated flak was immrdiately opened 
by the V-Boat with 20 mm. cannon and light 
armament, but it is interesting to note' that the 
firing of the first pair of R.Ps. from 800 y,mls 
so scared the U-Boat's gunners that there was 
no further opposition. Of the eight R.P.s fired, 
evidence shows that five may have hePn direct 
hits and the remaining three should have hit 

underwater. Ten seconds after the attack the 
entire forward half of the U-Boat was enveloped 
in light blue smoke and the ship appeared to 
have stopped. Shortly afterwards the stem 
lifte,d out of the water at a very s leep angle 
and the U-Boat slid under water. The guns' 
crews opened fire again as the U-Boat was 
diving and about 15 bodies were see11 in the 
spreading oil patch. No large air bubbles or 
other evidence resulted, but this is not in
consistent with a succes:;[ul R.P. attack. 

. This very good attack shows clearly the 
importance of the split-second in anti U-Boat 
attacks, and also bow very effective the R.P. can 
be as a deterrent to the U-Boat gunners. 

Two Kills round SC.143 
Early in thf" morning of October 8 Lll>erator 

R/86 was on a Cobra patrol round Convoy SC. 143. 
Though tJ1e light was not good, the Wireless 
Operator on the fl.ight deck saw a wake six miles 
on the starboard bow and the aircraft set course 
to investigate. At four miles the wake was 
identified as a fully surfaced U-Boat which began 
to di<;e when aircraft was still three or four miles 
away. The swirl was clearly visible when at 0856 
hours an attack was ma<le with four 250 lb. depth 
charges. They were aimed 50 yard.!$ ahead of the 
swirl and straddled the U-Boat's course at an 
angle of 45° 12 seconds after she had submerged. 
While circling an R(T report was made to the 
S,N.O. At 0908 hours the S.N.O. instructed the 
aircraft to resume patrol. He then ordered the 
LUx·rator to retum to the scene of the attack and 
at 0954 hours a wake was sighted eight mile:. 
away. The Captain went straight h\ and at three 
miles the U-Boat began zig-zagging. As the 
final run was made the enemy turned 20° to 
starboard presenting an almost stem-on target. 
Fifteen men were seen in the conning tower arid 
the U-Boat was fully surfaced when two 250 lb. 
depth charges were dropped slightly to port, 
one SO ft. and the other 60 ft. abaft the conning 
tower. When the depth charges exploded there 
was another and more violent ex1)1osion which 
produced a vivid white flash and a dense greyish 
black plume. The movements of the U-Boat were 
momentarily screened by the depth charge plume, 
but when this subsitled 30 ft. of the bows were 
seen sticking up out of the water; after 12 or 15 
seconds tllcy sank vertically. Wreckage appeared 
immediately and lhc oil patch slowly e.~anded 
until at 102() hours it was 350 yaTCls across. 
Fifteen survivC1rs were seen clinging to wooden 
debris, but during the next 20 minutes all but 
one disappeared. At 1021 hours three destroyers 
arrived, homed by '' R '', and haviug picked up 
the sole survivor, informed the aircraft that {his 
was the same U-Boat as the one previously 
attacked. How<'.vcr ·• R's II work was not yet 
finished, for at 1110 hours while continuing the 
patrol another U-Boatwa.'l sighted. The Liberator 
circled at 1,000 to 1,200 yards and began homing. 
The U-Boat put up ineffective flak to which 
" R " replied with machine gun fire. 

(C50583) 

As Z/ 86 was h0Tl)i1,g oo ., I{ " by means of the 
radio compass, she sighted a ;;urfaccd U-Boat at 
sewn miles. " R " could then be seen circling 
so the Captain decided on a direct attack. At 
three miles range the U-Boat bcg-cUI to dive. At 
1140 hours an attack was made at 170° to the 
enemy's track and four 2.50 lb. depth cl1arges 
were released 200-300 It. ahead of the swirl. The 
depth charges straddled the track, but only a 
small amount of oil appearl:'d and, as this did nol 
spread, the S.N.O, at 1208 hours ordered the 
aircraft to resume patrol and return in an hour. 
Arrivirig at the scene of the attack at 1250 hours 
"Z" began a search and at 1310 hours was 
rewarded by a sighting at 7 n,iles ; this was 
believed to be the same U-Boat as before, 
Aiwther Liberator was about to attack and was 
meeting serious flak. At 1313 hours T/120 was 
seen to attack and the depth charges appeared 
to straddle ahead of the U-Boat's track. Twenty 
seconds later "Z's" Captain began his run in 
and although be mel intense flak, he pressed home 
the attack. He approached at right angles to the 
enemy's course and tracked over the U-Boat 
between the bow and the conning tower. Two 
depth charges were dropped and the U-Boat was 
straddled. Circling after the attack " Z " saw 
"T" deliver a second attack at 1315 hours which 
straddled the U-Boat's hull and lifted her notice
ably. Both aircraft then made machine gun 
attacks. '' Z" made four runs and registered hits. 
The U-Boat lost way and besides listing heavily to 
starboard she wa.s badly down by tbe bows. At 
least 30 of the crew came up into the conning 
tower where they inflated dinghies and put on 
life jackets. Later they hok--ted a Gennan naval 
fiag- red with a white circle and a black swastika. 
As " Z " was now an hour late in leaving, the 
Captain set course fo( base. 

i\1~a.nwhile T/120 was homing escort vessels and 
keeping the S.N.O. informed of the situation. 
NinMy seconds after the last attack the U-Boat 
exploded fonvard of the conning tower and 
immediately sank by the bows. Survivors were 
thrown into the sea and many wer~ killf.•d by the 
upheaval of water which rose 150 ft. in the air. 
Three escorts arrived 20 minutes later and picked 
up 15 to 20 survivors. Altogether a very good 
day's work. 

84 
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Bad Visibility 

On October 8, Sunderland J/4?.a was carrying 
out a convoy patn>I as ordered by the S.N.O. 
The aircraft was flying just below cloud base 
at 500 feet in very poor vbibility when a fully 
surfaced U-Boat was sighted right ahead, at 
only 100 yards, The aircraft flew on over t.bc 
U-Boat, then turned to carry out a low level 
attack. Flak from the U-Boat was experienced 
on the tum, but this was inaccurate and was 
silenced by the aircraft's 0·5 nose gun by the 
time that the range had been reduced to 200 yards. 
Three depth charges were dropped, the fourth 
failing to release. Evidence shows that Nos. 1 

and 2 depth cllargr~ fell to port and No. 3 depth 
charge to starboard, abreast the com1ing tower. 
The conning tower was seen to lift IS to 20 feet as 
the depth charges exploded. 

When the disturbance had i.ubsided there was 
no sight of the U-Boat. 

As the aircraft manceuvred for a second attack, 
fifteen mt·mbers of the crew of the U-Boat were 
seen swimming in a rapidly i.preading oil patch. 
There was a great deal of wreckage. 

This excellent attack is another example o{ 
quick decision in bad visibility, showing a high 
degree of training and gO<>d gunnery. 

An Equal Share 

On Octo~r 17, Liberator D,59 was rctuming 
to base on completion of anti U-Boat escort 
to a convoy when, at 1817 hours, a U-Boat 
was sighted at 10 miles. The aircraft was flying 
just below cloud base at 1,800 feet and visibility 
was about 30 miles. Radar was switched on but 
no contact was obtained. 

The aircraft used cloud cover to approach, 
hoping to achieve ,urprise, and circled the stern 
of the U-Boat to attack from the starboard 
quarter. The U-Boat opened \IP inaccurate flak 
at about 2,000 yards and as the aircraft came in 
to attack, the pilot noticed for the first time 
that Ll"berator H 120 was also coming in on 
a reciprocal course. D/S9 attacked from the 
starboard Ix-am, dropping four Torpex, )lark XI 
depth charges. This stick overshot, tbe nearest 
depth charge being 200 fed from the U-Boat. 

H/120, who dropped no depth charges on his 
first attack, now came in for his second attack, 
which "-traddled at 30° to the U-Boat's track. 
D/59 tht-n attacked again, but no depth charge 

was dropped owing to incorrect intervalometer 
manipulation. The pilot made certain of his third 
attack and dropped four depth charges, straddling 
the U-Boat midway between the com1iJ1g tower 
and the stern. In every attack fierce and 
accurate fire from lhe aircraft was directed at 
the U-Boat's gunners, causing casualties. Im
mediately after D/S9's thinl attack the U-Boat 
was seen to be down by the stern and to have 
Jost SJ)l,"t'd. The railings of the bandstand were 
twisted and tom and several of the gunc;' crews 
appeared to be dead. Somt· men were seen 
jumping overboard. Almosl immediately after 
this, H/120 delivnt>d his third attack, which was 
a perfect :,trnddlc. The bow:; of the U-Boat 
reared up and the U-Boat i;a.nk immediately. 
Many other further survivor:, were seen in the 
water. 

The concentrated and accurate fire from the 
aircraft undoubtedly caused casualtirs to the 
guns' crewi; and considerably affected the accuracy 
of the U-Boat's flak. 

Attack when Engine was on Fire 

While t-scortir1g a convoy on the monting of 
October 16 Liberator S 59 sighted a U-Boat 
10 miles away on the port bow. The U-Boat was 
circling at 9 knots and was about 20 milt>:; south of 
l11e convoy. At the same time another Liberator 
(L,"86) wa, seen circling the U-Boat. Flying at 
4,000 ft. " S " turned towards the U-Boat and 
when be was 2 miles away the Captain decided 
to attack al once as the enemy gunners seemed to 
be concentr-.i.ting on the other aircraft. Ht put 
the aircraft into a steep dive but realised that he 
r.ould not po:;.;ibly get down in time. Steep turns, 
first to i;tarboard and then to port, put him in 
attacking position and he ran in from the enemy's 
port qullI"tcr. U!iing the low level bomb «ighc, 
four depth charges, spaced at 45 ft., were dropped 
from 70 fret. During the approach the enemy put 
up intense Oak and hit the aircraft's No. 3 engint> 
when it was still 300 yards away. Two depth 
charges explodt'd on each side of tbc U-Boat 
forward of the conning tower and the vessel 

was completely hidden in spray. The Liberator 
turned steeply to starboard to get into position 
for another attack, when the Captain was told 
that No. 3 engine was on fire. ~1eanwhllc tbc 
U-Boat brgan to submerge and only the conning 
tower and l>tem could be seen. Continuing his 
tum the Captain saw a deep red explosion shooting 
ont of the conning tower. He went in again and 
dropped four more deplb charges, 300 yards ahead 
of the swirl, 29 seconds after the U-B.>at had 
disapp1:ared. lt was seen that the swirl was 
brownish in colour. The Liberator then climbed 
away and the damaged engine was feathered. 
While trying to assess the damage to his aircraft 
the C,;tpt11.in received an R l'f mes.-;age from a 
destroyer a..king him to circle the position. 
Deciding that his aircraft. was i.u no immediate 
danger he remained on the scene until the 
destroyer arrived. A first-class show. The 
aircraft Captain is to be congratulated on his 
tenacity. 
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U-Boat Campaigns 

The beginning o{ the fifth year of thl' war gave us the opportunity for a brief comparison 

between tht' U-Boat campaigns of 19 14-1918 and 1939-1943. In appreciating this comparison, it is 

essential lo realize first that the circumstances, IDJlitary and geographical, are entirely dissimilar. 

Below is a summary of these differencl'S which mw;t be bom!' in mind throughout :-

1914-1918. 

(1) Germany began the War with 143 U-Boals, 
some of which were out of date. 

(2) Building rcmainerl fairly constant at about 
9 a month. 

(3) Bases availabll' were all in the North Sea. 

(4) There was practic;illy no opposition from air
craft. 

(5) Allied Fleet:, consisted of British, French, 
Italian (1915),American (1917)andjapancse 
against Gennan only. 

(6) Great Britain had the use of Southern Irish 
ports. 

(7) Unrestricted U-Boat warfare was declared on 
February 1st 1917. 

As in tht' Great War. so in this.war, the enemy 
has openly declared that he stands or falls by the 
success or failure of his U-8oat campaign. As 
the period of unrestricted U-Boat war is the only 
comparable period in the two wars, this pcriud 
only is covered in this review. 

Germany declared unrestricted U-Boat warfare 
on February 1st 1917 in a Zone A around the 
British Isles, leaving a passage to the neutral 
ports of Holland and N. Spain ; and in a Zone B 
in the Mediterranean, ea'>l of a line drawn south 
from the port o[ C.,tte on the French coast, leaving 
a passage of 20 miles round Greek territory. On 
November 2nd 1917 Zone A was eidendcd to the 
westward and Zones C and D declared covering 
Madeira and the west coast of Africa (see Dia
gram 1, page 10). The shipping losst>s rose steadily 
and m1cbed their peak in the second half of April 
of that year. During this month the total world',, 
loss of shipping amounted to 444 ship:; of ~ 1,000 
tons, of which 545,000 tons was British. 

The situation was even worse than it appear:., 
since the chief lossPs occurred to ocean-going 
vessels of 1,600 tons or over. The losses during 
this fortnight were at the rate of 50 per cent. per 
annum, and it was estimated that the chances of 
an individual ship leaving the U.K. and returning 
were one in four. In May 1917 the Ocean Conv0} 
system wa.; introduced and this rate of loss was 
never agnin approached. The critical issue of the 
war was whether this country could maintain her 
.import:. from North /\mcric.i :,.nd her <',cports tn 

her AllillS : a question simply of shipping. The 
" available tonnage " figures fell with alarming 
rapidity in 1917 and, in fact, the figures for 
British tonnage were still falling at the end of 
the war. The world tonnage only turned the 
corner In April 1918. 

l939-194:1. 

(1) Germany began the War with about 100 
U-Boats, all of which were modem. 

(2) Building reached the enormous rate of 30 a 
month, but probably averaged about 20. 

(3) Bases available were a.long the whole e:iast 
from Nonvay to the west coast of France. 

(4) SteadJly increasing opposition by aircraft 
operating from U.K., Iceland, Gibraltar, 
Canada, U.S. and W. Africa. 

(5) Allied Fleets consisted of British, French (up 
to 1940) and American (Dec. 1941) against 
German, Italian and Japanese (Dec. 1941). 

(6) U-Boats had longer range and greater 
armament. 

(7) Asdic and other countermeasures much more 
highly developed. 

(8) Unrestricted U-Boat warfare was declared at 
the outbreak. 

lJuring the whole war 199 U-Boats were sunk. 
Destroyers were credited with 72. mines and 
explosive nets 43, our own submarines 20, and 
ckcoy ships 8. Other cau:se:., the remainder. Of 
the weapons used, mines killed 40, depth charges 
37, torpedoes 20 and gunfire 18. The monthly 
rate of U-Boat losses for 1917- 1918 only once 
exceeded 10 and averaged just under 7. The 
number of U-Boats built remained fairly constant, 
at 9 per month, thus giving the r nemy a 
steadily increasing U-Boat fleet . It b probable, 
therefort'. that the defeat of the U-Boal effort was 
due less to the actual destruction of U-Boats than 
to a decrease in effectiveness of each U-Boat. 
This drop in efficiency was probably caused by 
the success of direct defcru-ivc measure:. -<:onvoy 
-and by the lowering of morale due to increased 
offe.nsivti action causing l9sses and dilution of 
trained crews. It is intcrcsling to note that 
this loss rate (under 7 a month) caused the 
U-Boat fleet to crack before any other branch of 
the enemy's armed forces. In its turn this 
undoubtedly hastened the g<'neral collapse. 

\Ve; can say then that the U-Boats were given 
a great hammering in the last war by the offensive 
action of our destroyers, submarines and decoy 
craft, and our defon~ive measures, such as mines 
and nets. But h.istnry's verdict is that tht> main 
single reason for the failure of the U-Boat cam
paign was defensi1•e - the adoption of the Convoy 
System. 

At the outbreak of war in 1939, Germany may 
have had about 100 submarines. The Convoy 
system was adopted at once and for a considerable 
period very fow ships were lost to U-Boats in 
convoy. A large percentagti o! casualties were to 
individual ,;hips, at sea when war broke out, or 
which wi-re sailing independently for one reason 
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or another. From the very first day, Germany 
adopted unrestricted U-Boat warfare. In addition, 
our smps had to contend with contact and 
magnetic mines, and aircraft. It became imme
diately apparent that, once again, shipping was 
going to be the critical problem. The efficiency 
of our Asdic undoubtedly surprised the enemy. 
Nearly all the early sinkings occurred in and 
around coaslal waters of Great Britain and 
nearly all fell to surface craft. 

The expansion of Coastal Command had the 
immediate effect of driving the U-Bont further 
away, and this process has gone on steadily. For 
a U-Boat to patrol within 40 miles of our coast 
today would be exceptional and would almost 
certainly be suicide. 

Shipping losses have fluctuated from month to 
moo th, due to such divergent causes as the evacua
tions from Dunkirk and Greece, the magnetic 
mine, E-Boat and the surface raider, and many 
forms of air attack. But each new weapon, alter 
initial success, has to some extent been countered 
or dropped. Now, in 1943, the main issue has 
clearly become the U-Boat. 

By 1943, the U-Boat building programme had 
reached enormous proportions and it was clear 
that the enemy was once again to stake every
thing on success in the Battle o[ the Atlantic. It 
was obvious that so long as he even held his own 
in this battle, there could be no question of an 
invasion of the Continent. But by the spring of 
this year the great American shipbuilding pro
gramme had got into its 5tride, and during the 
year, new construction caught up and passed the 
sinkings for the first time. This, however, was 
not ,·ictory. Large and urgent c.-u-goes were still 
going to the bottom and the U-Boat Fleet was 
still expanding. The U-Boats were hunting in 
packs under resolute and skilful commanders 
and tremendous battles took place around the 
convoys. 

All this time the strength of Coastal Command 
was steadily being built up and more and more 
squadrons were trained in anti U-Boat detection 
and attack. In May 1943 we were at last in a 
position to " flood " an area with aircraft. This 
meant that U-Boats could be denied a passage 
through a particular area on the sw:lace by day ; 
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a denial that could never be enforced by surface 
craft. This also meant the end of the period 
when the U-.Boat held the initiative. 

A straightforward grnpb of shipping losses 
1939-1943 does not give a really true pictute of 
the U-Boal offensive, since losses have been so 
affected by geographical conditions, by the advent 
of new enemies and allies, by the acquisition of 
new bases, by the increases in convoy escorts 
and ships convoyed and by the variety of other 
anti-shipping weapons. Diagram 2, however, 
gives the shipping losses from all causes. If this 
is read in conjunction with the notes appended 
to it, it shows very clearly how and why the 
pendulum has swung since the end of the phooey 
wa,r. 
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Diagram 3 shows the known and probable 
destruction of German U-Boats since the out
break of this war. It will be seen tbat, as in the 
last war, the actual destruction of U-Boats does 
not appear to have the deci .. ive effect on the 
U-Boat campaign that one might imagine. An 
individual U-Boat. however, can now be e.xpected 
to sink onJy a fraction of the tonnagl" that would 
have been sunk by an individual U-Boat dur.ing 
the early part of this war. As in the last war, 
this is probably due to two main causes, i.e. 
(i) reduction of efficiency due to lowering of 
morale and greatly increased counter action, and 
(ii) destruction of U-Doats, which, of course, 
materially affects the lowering of morale. This 
is borne out by the undoubted fact that although 
the German U-Boat Fleet is numerieally much 
stronger now ihan at the outbreak of war, the 
total of sinlcings is reduced. 

It is fair to say that by 1943 ihe first part of the 
Battle of the AUantic-the defensive part-bad 
been won and that the emphasis was switched 
more and more to the winning of tJ:1e second part 
-the offensive. The brunt of this offensive falls 
fairly equally on Coastal Command and the 
Navy. Coastal Command aircraft achieved tb~ 
majority of their suc<:esses in the Bay of Biscay, 
and the Naval Forces theirs, mostly, around 
tbe Convoys and with Support Groups of sloops 
in the Bay of Biscay. 

The results of thi-; offensive can be seen in the 
figures for U-Boat losses in the three months 
May-July 1943. May, 41, June, 13, and July, 24. 
These sinkings were approximately in the ratio of 
60 per cent. to ;urcraft, 40 per cent. to Naval 
Forces. This fo1ms an interesting comparison 
with the last war losses and their causes, which 

have been shown early on in this paper. Further
more, it is clear that it was not until the middle 
of 1942 that the air became a major menace to 
the U-Boat. 

The iactics adopted by the U-Boats on this 
route to and from areas of operation remained 
more or less constant until the air offensive forced 
them to change. Since that day, tactics have 
changed frequently. Sailing in packs for mutual 
protection, heavily increased A.A. armament, 
diving by day, or diving by night, have all 
reflected an i11creased nervousness of the air 
offensive, and it seems true to say that U-Boat 
crews are now more frightenr.d of aircraft than 
of surface craft. 

No mention has been made yet of the available 
shipping tonnage figures at the end of the fourth 
year of war. It is not possible to give these figures 
in detail, but broadly speaking, the situation is 
extremely good, allowing now for a considerable 
reserve to cover the inevitable losses of any 
amphibious operation. 

It has been shown how a monthly Joss rate of 
6·8 U-Boats in 1917-1918 caused a total break
down in morale. The loss rate for the period 
May-July has been about 'J:l. These figures are 
startling, but may be deceptive, since morale will 
depend more on percentage losses than on actual 
losses. Ifwe take the average number of U-Boats 
operating per month during this period at 120-
a figure which is probably on the high side-it will 
be seen that these losses are at the rate of about 
22½ per cent. Admiral Sir M. Horton, with his 
experience of submarines and operating submarines 
has said that no submarine fleet can stand a 
loss rate of 33½ per cenL We have not reached 
that figure yet, but we are approaching it on a 
steadily rising graph. 

The enemy bas resumed bis concentrated attacks 
on convoys, and will probably start by trying to 
knock out the escort vessels. If he succeeds in 
doing this, we shall once again suffer hca vy losses. 
But if be fails, it is not beyond the bounds of 
possibility that he will cry enough in this U-Boat 
campaign, and then intensify his air ati::µ;ks on 
shipping. He is known to have new and ingenious 
anti-shipping weapons for aircraft. This will 
entail a public admission o{ failure of the U-Boat 
campaign. It is at least open to doubt whether 
the German home morale will take it, as the 
U-Boat war bas been held out to them throughout 
as the major weapon with which they hope to 
defeat the Allies. 

As the U-Boets see us 
Attacking U-Boats from the air has until now 

been rather an incomplete business with a lot of 
loose ends and unanswered questions left in the 
minds of the crews. In mai1y recent cases it has 
been certam that the U-Boat has been i,unk, but 
aircrews rarely find out how or why The U-Boat 
massacre in the summer of this year yielded us 
many prisoners and some of them have supplied 
the answers to these questions. 

U 568, for instance, was sunk on July 20 by 
Liberator F/19 A/S Squadron, U.S.A.A.F., on her 
tenth patrol. The vital factor in the sinking 
apparently was chlorine gas. The aircraft 
achieved a large measure of surprise and although 

hit in No. 2 engine, dropped a.n accurate stick. 
Although, according to the- pri,oners, the nearest 
depth charge fell 50 ft. away, the explosion was 
near enough to cause a serious entry of water. 
This water got into the batteries and quantities 
of chlorine were generated. The U-Boat was 
unable to dive. Then Halifax E/58 appeared 
and relieved the damaged Liberator. This was 
particularly unfortunate for the Germans as the 
Halifax engaged in a gun duel so effectively that 
the Germans used up all their ready-use ammuru
tion and were prevented by the gas from going 
below to !etch more. Most of the casualties were 
caused by this chlotine. 
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When the boat fui1ally sank, tho few survivors 
spent five days in a dinghy. They seem to have 
been very depressed by the sight of • · innumerable" 
Allied aircraft and ~1tly one German, a F.W.200. 

The Second Lieutenant, one Jurgen Scheller, 
bad some intercstilitg opinions1 He no longer 
believed in the lX)SS1ibility of a German victory 
and said that tbe best thinG: Grossadmiral Doenitz 
could do would be tl~ recall all U-Boats and give 
them two months rest at their pases to be fitted 
with " better equipment.'' By this he implied 
the hypothetical discovery of some " better 
equipment " which does not yet exist. He also 
said that U-Boat oommanding officers did not 
greatly fear depth charge at~acks by surface 
craft, but dreaded attacks from theair,particularly 
from searchlight airc;raft. 

Another interesting fact about U 558 was that 
she had had her en1gines sabotaged at a French 
base. 

U 459 (Korvellellkapitan von Wilamowitz
Mollendorf) bad also, been sabotaged. When she 
dived the air quick--re-Iease valve failed to close 
properly and water entered quickly. OJ1 surfacing 
it was foWld that saboteurs had put a piece of 
thick copper wire ro1md the valve seating 

This boat, a l ,6001-ton supply vessel, was sunk 
on July 24 by Wi!llingtons Q/172 and V/547. 
About 1715 hours sbie was surprised and attacked 
from fine on the starboard bow. In spite of Jire 
from the single 20-Inm. gun the aircraft pressed 
home a very determined attack (This was 
Q/172.) There was no time to bring the quad
ruple 20-mm. gun t,o bear and ratings were still 
trying to get additiqnal ammunition supplies up 
througlJ the conoi1i1g-tower when there was a 
tremendous explosion. Few prisoners have been 
able to give any coherent accoWlt of what 
actually happened, but il is known that the 
aircrnft struck the bandstand on the starboard 
side, and that aftc:r carrying away the single 
20-mm. gun, it sllewed roUAd and tore the 
quadruple gun from its mounting and finally 
crashed into tb.e sea, Three depth charges became 
detached, two falling on the bandstand and one 
right aft. All ratin~:s abaft tho bridge were killed 
by the impact of tllle aircraft. Because of this 
it has not been poss;iblc to establish whether the 
aircraft was brought down by A.A. fire, or by the 
dry explosion of a depth charge, or whether it 
crashed owing to an error o( judgment by the 
pilot. 

At the time of tht~ crash U 469 was proceeding 
slow ahead. In the brief moment of panic, the 
three depth charges were thrown overboard. At 
least one exploded under the stem, wrecking the 
steering gear and causing considerable damage in 
the engine room. Switchboards in the electric 

motor room caught fire and the Diesels were 
jolted from their bases. The U-Boat was then out 
of control and began to tw,:1 m circles. But 
Wilamowitz-MOllendorf was SitiU reluctant to 
abandon ship. He believed that he still had a 
chaJ.1ce and that the d<Wtage might be re>paired 
and that the U-Boat might possibly make base 
on the surface. As a precau'tion, however. he 
ordered all rubber dinghies to hie brougbt. on deck. 
The fire in the electric motor room was put out 
although acetylene bottles beside the bridge, 
which had been fired by lli.e :aircraft, were still 
b1,Jrning. 

Hope rl.ied when a second aircraft appeared, 
dropping two or three depth charges wide of the 
U-Boat and then returning to machine gun the 
decks. (This was V/547.) Machine-gun fire 
destroyed a consider.1ble number of the dinghies 
and penetrated the external tanks. Some ratings 
tried to clear away the 37-mm. gun, but they 
wei:e either killed or wounded by a further burst of 
fire. It was this attack which made Wilamowitz
Mo\lendorf decide to aba.ndo'.ll s.bip. He therefore 
ordered every man into the water while he 
remained on the bridge. After :;aluting his men as 
they pulled away in the remaining rubber 
dinghies, he went below to sc:utlle the U-Boat. 
He wa.c; not seen aga;in and it was thought thal he 
made no attempt to save himself. The U-Boat 
remained above water about frlre minutes. The-n 
there wa,.~ a sharp explosion and black smokt
poured from the conning lo1,ver. U .J69 tbci1 
settled rapidly and sank by U1e stern. 

U 708 (Kapitanleutnant von Zitzewitz) went to 
the bottom on August 2 after leaving La Pallice 
on her fourth patrol, in com1pany with U 454 
which was sunk on August 1 by B/10. U 708 wa." 
destroyed by Liberator T/4: , A/S Squadron, 
U.S.A.A.F. and was one of the U-Boats in the 
pack of three, all of which w,:re sunk the same 
day. She was first attacked by a Hampde.11 
(A/415) but the depth char{l:es missed astern. 
While the watch was looking al: the Hampdcn the 
Liberator surprised them and droppt>d a stick of 
twelve depth charges. Two were direct hits and 
the fire from the aircraft killed the Commanding 
Officer. The blast of the first explosion blew in 
the. bridge fairing and impri:soned the Second 
Lieutenant between it and thi~ periscope casing. 
The next explosion blew h.i.rn and three ratings 
into the sea. The boat sank im a few seconds. 

Prisoners from TJ 706 said that in future as 
many U-Boats as possible wo1uld <:al.Ty medical 
officers. This was because of the heavy casualties 
which were being caused by fire from aircraft. 
U 706 herself carried a medical! officer, and so did 
U 459. This should encourage front gwmers who 
will no doubt provide the Ge:rman doctors with 
as many patients as possible. 



The Bal t ic po1t of J>anzi~ is the third l.;1r~C.':,t builder of U-lloal$ in Ccrmnn controlled lettitories. /\ U- BoaL 
Ho ti.ln is ah,;•"J haset.l t.hcrc, to whid1 all boat:,; worldng up nrc attached for a short t.irnc. There is us1ially a fo rg(.• 
number of C- Boats Lo be seen at Danzi~. and this photograph taken bv Xo. 5-tO squadron :;how:; m,01·c thnn 20, aO,)at. 

m· in flo~ ting d cckii. 
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Probably a munitions ship. (Ser le tterpress, page L5.) 

A11othcr view of lhe abm c. 

A voiuing action starboard to no avail. (See letterpress page I .'i.) 



11.-ANTJ.-SHIPPING 

A T orpedo Squadron, in the Mediterranean 

The following is a brief account pf a Coastal 
Command Torpedo Squadron which was sent to 
the Mediterranean as a reinforcement to cover a 
period during the invasion of Sicily. 

The Squadron had arrived back from a shorl
detachmcnt in Iccl.and when orders came through 
to prepare for another move. The requisite 
number of ground crews were sent to a.n emb;,rka
tion point and 16 selected aircrews went 
by train to a station in the south of England 
where a certain amount of speculation was caused 
by the issue of tropical clothing and the allotment 
of tropica.lized Beau.fighters. 

Sixteen Beau.fighters were airbome on June 12, 
1943, and 15 arrived at Port Lyautey about 
six hours later. It is worth noting that flak is a 
possibility from Spanish Morocco and one aircraft 
was slightly damaged by fairly accurate H.E. 

Transit from Port Lyautey to an operational 
base midway between Tunis and Biserte was 
completed by June 17, and the main body of 
ground crews arrived by road on June 19 after 
an interesting journey of 600 miles over moun
tainous country which had been covered by the 
First and Fifth Armies a few months earlier. 

The landing ground at Protville, already 
prepared by Army engineers, consisted of graded 
earth stl'ips 2,200 yards long by 300 yards wide. 
ln the dry season the terrain, which is a cultivated. 
plain, makes ideal landing grounds and very little 
pteparation is necessary. Stubble has to be· 
burned off to reduce fire risk in tented, dispersal,, 
fuel and explosives areas. In the winter months ,, 
however, the Tunisian plain is waterlogged. 

All members of the crews were accommodated[ 
in tents, and until equipment arrived from the 
United Kingdom originality and improvisa6on1 
were necessary for domestic comfort. There wa.;; 
a certain amount of enemy equipment andl 
German fieltl-kitchens and Italian hospital cots .. 
These helped to solve tbe problems of <;ool,..-i.ng: 
and sleeping. German mobile field-kitchens art• 
beautifully equipped. 

The average day !;bade temperature was 92° t(, 
106° with low humidity and cold nights. In ~L 

Sir~co. however, the temperature is mucb 
higher and tents have to be securely pegged dowl!, 
to stand up to gusts of 50 miles per hour. 

All drinking water had to be transported[ 
by road from Tunis, a distance of 20 miles. 
A 400-gallon water tanker made two trips per 
day. The unit just missed acquiring a Gem1ar1 
2,000-gallon tanker, which would have reduced! 
the number of water runs. 

The French and Arab farmers were friendly 
and generous with their eggs, vin rouge an_d 
chickens, which bad obviously led very athletic 
lives. Beer was poor and scarce. 

The Unit was part of a Wing which comprised 
day and night Torpedo and Reconnaissancu 
Squadrons. The primary work of the Wing was 

to deal with units of the Italian Navy, if there 
was an opportunit.y, before or during opera.tions 
ill the Sicilian area. Italian naval units were 
located at Taranto, Brindisi, Trieste and Spezia. 
The secondary work of the Wing was to attack 
enemy merchant shipping operating in the 
Tyrrhcnian Sea. In the first part of their work 
the Torpedo Squadrons in the Wing were to 
operate as a combined striking force. In the 
secondary part Squadrons, in rotation, were to 
provide strike-forces for targets as and when 
c11emy shipping was located by the Reconnaissance 
Squadrons. 

The primary part of the plan did not le.ad to 
anythiug, as the enemy Navy remained in port. 
But there was considerable success against 
merchant shipping. 

As preparation for a combined strike against 
the Italian Fleet there was intensive Wing Drill 
for a week, to exercise Squadrons in getting off 
the ground and forming up quickly in all weather 
conditions. The very wide runways made it 
possible for four J3eaufightcrs to take off in line 
abreast. This was desirable, not only to speed 
up take-off, but also because of the dust clouds 
which took some time to settle after aircraft had 
taken off. Another unusual feature of take-off 
drill was that Squadrons took off in directions 
90° and 180° opposed from one another, whatever 
the wind direction. Once again this method 
reduced time and minimized dust interference. 
The "opposed '' method of take-off is feasible 
only on very long run-ways and it n•quires highly 
efficient ground control and flying drill . 

Each crew did at least one Rover patrol to 
become accustomed to Meditcrrannean flying 
conditions, which are different in almost every 
respect from those on the coast of Norway. For 
instance, cloud cover did not exist and visibility 
was usually 30 miles. The very hlgh ground 
temporaturcs and dust demanded a different 
technique in the handling of engines and aircraft 
before take-off and after landing and finally 
the flat, calm sea, accompanied by slight haze, 
made judgment of height difficult. Long patrols 
were very arduous wben one had to fly at a height 
of 200 ft. or thereabouts. 

Very few worth-while targets were located ou 
Rovers, but cannon was used on barges, schooners, 
ferries and small coastal vessels. The most 
profitable areas were off the ports of Naples, 
Bastia, La Maddalena and about Elba. This 
phase ended on July 9. From July 10, all crews 
stood by each day from dawn to dusk and, when 
desirable, small strike-forces were sent out to 
attack merchant shipping located by the recon
naissance aircraft which were covering possible 
movements of the Italian Fleet. 

As time went on and a sortie by the enemy Fleet 
becaJDe less and less likely, the tempo of attacks 
ou merchant shipping increased. The usual 
composition of a strike-force was four torpedo 
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aircraft and six anti-flak Beaufighters. Wherever were assured of 24 hours complete rest on the 
possible all 10 aircraft were drawn from the fifth day. 
same Squadron. 

All plotting was done in the air. Squadrons were 
at certain states of readiness, dependent on a 
strike rota, which gave each Squadron a periodical 
stand-clown. The duty strik<> of six to ten 
aircraft was airborne on an average of 20 
rrunutes after a sighting report tiad been received. 
The only information reqttired by strike crews 
was composilion, position, course and speed of 
the convoy. All other briefmg had already been 
done at the beginning of the readiness period 
as applicable to the Squadron. Tue rota system 
worked very well and although individuals in a 
Squadron did four strikes in as many days, they 

The Squadron to which this article refers was 
withdrawn from the line on July 28. During the 
period July 10 to July 28 it made nine sorties. 
Three were abortive for the following reasons :-

(i) A four-vessel convoy heading for Salemo 
made port before interception. (ii) A 
large convoy off the west coast of Corsica 
proved to be on a reciprocal course to that 
given in the sighting. It was attacked 
later by a second strike-force, which was 
despatched when the mistake was dis
covered. (iii) The third " target " turned 
out to be a hospital ship. It was located 
but not attacked. 

The Rover Patrols referred to and the six successful sorties produced the following results:-

Damaged. A if craft Destroyed. 
One 3,0()().ton M/V One Three-engine Flying Boat. 

(bit by torpedo). Two Six-engine Me.323.• 
Two Destroyers 

(cannon fire). 
One Destroyer 

(hit by torpedo. Stern blown off). 

Sunk. 
One 1'rf/V 5,000 tons. 
One M/V 4,000 tons. 
One Tanker, 1,500 tons. 

O,i Fire. 
One Escort Vessel. 
Two Barges. 
011e Schooner. 

Left in Sinki,ig Condition. 
One M/V 3,000 tous. 

• One Mc.3'µ3 was carrying troops. A number were seen to fall into the sea as 
aircraft broke up under cannon fue. 

Torpedoes expended . . 21 

Oum C as14alties. 
Two Anti-flak aircraft <lawn in sea (one survivor from each seen in dinghy). 
One Torped9 aircraft down in flames. · 
One Anti-flak crew wounded, 

Note.-All told, the Wi1ig by night and day accounted for 
60,000 tons of shipping sunk or badly damaged and 30 enemy aircraft 
destroyed or damaged between June 19 and July 28, 1943. Fighter 
escort was not provided on shipping strikes. Beaunghter torpedo 
aircraft did not operate by night. 

Tactics were simple and consisted of inter
cepting from ahead ; anti-flak aircr:3-tt acceleni:ting 
on sighting and gaining as ,much height as possible., 
at the same time endeavouring to engage the escort 
vessels and target shortly before the torpedo 
aircraft got into dropping range. A typical 
convoy consisted of two to three 2,00()-4,000-ton 
ships with at least two destroyers and one or 
more small escort vessels. The enemy seemed 
to be plentifully supplied with destroyers. It is 
an interesting point that shooting-up the depth 
charges at the stems of the destroyers caused no 
end of confusion. On at least one occasion the 
charges appeared to be on fire. 

At the beginning of the operational period the 
destroyer escort was obviously disposed to ward 
off attack by submarines. It was only towards 
the end of July that convoys began to take 
intelligent avoiding action. Targets were found 

to be-sailing closer and closer inshore, This made 
an attack on both bows impossible. The destroyer 
escort ahead and astern of the M/V's would 
turn seaward and aircraft approaching to drop 
did so through a barrage of cross-fire from both 
destroyers. This was never very pleasant. 
Convoys inshore sometimes had an air escort 
consisting of veJ"y slow land-plane or flying-boa~ 
aircraft. It is thought that they acted as aircraft 
or ~-ubmarine spotters. They were shot down if 
they remained in the vicinity. 

Fighter opposition was negligible, even around 
important ports such as Naples, La Maddalena or 
Palermo. The impression gained was tha., 
compared with the Norwegian or Dutch coasts, 
Italian shipping was "easy." The Squadron 
returned to the United Kingdom early in 
August. 
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Enemy Shipping 1n Northern Waters 
Perhaps in no respect is the totality of thic 

present war so clearly demonstrated as by the 
magnitude of the efforts which the belligerent 
nations have made to develop their own com
munications and to <lisrupt those of their cnemiCJ;. 

Toe magnitude of the Alliecl problem and the 
attention paid it by the enemy have tended to 
distract from the even greater one which fac~cc; 
Germany. Whereas our own problem is mainly 
one of sea communications, Germany's embracc:s 
sea and land transport, running, a_.; they <lo, i·n 
parallel. 

Whilst in the last year tl1e Allied shipping 
position has shown a marked improvement, 
Germany's position, both as regards sea an,d 
inlt>crnal transport, has continued to deterioratE:. 
Attacks on ::;bipping have limited Gennany's 
imports from overseas, have increased their cost 
in tem1s both of the tonnage needed to carry 
them and the Naval and Air effort needed for 
their protection, and, by denying access to thl:' 
most convt~ient ports and by thr destruction af 
coastwisc shipping, ha'lc increased the strain 
on inland transport. The very nature of la11d 
communications make them difficult to at1ack 
but there is no doubt that the increasing ~al1e 
and sco!)f' of Allied bombing during the present 
year has gradually caused a widening disorganisa
tion in this arm of the enemy's transport sy~tem, 
and that this in turn has added to his concern for 
his sf'a communications. 

The enemy's shipping position in Northem 
Waters at the end of 1942 was one of considerabl1e 
stringency_ In three years the constant attacks 
by Coastal and other Commands of the RA.F -
,tnd the Royal Navy, had so reduced the siz1a 
an<l quality of the enemy's merchant fleet and s<) 
restricted its movement lhat a shortage of tonnag,~ 
had become an appreciable limiting factor in his 
Supply Programme. 

The only means open to the enemy for obviatinj~ 
this stringency were : 

(a} a ruthless rationalisation of his shippi111~ 
services, and 

(b) the institution of an emergency ship
building program mi:. 

Resort was had to both these measures. 

As regards tbe former the appointment of a 
Rl'ich Commissioner of Shipping with drastiic 
powers to secure the most economic use of existing 
tonnage became effective at the end of 1942 and 
it appl!afS that lie bas made some progre::;s toward:s 
the fulfilment of his task. 

As regards the seco11d measure it is significant 
that whereas Genna.ny had only laid down 0111~ 

new merchant ship of over 1,000 tons for at Jea.s·l 
two years, ten or more of such vessels have been 
sh1.rted since 1942. Steps have also been takim 
to :,-pec.:d up the repair of the large accumulatiou 
of damaged tonnage. Owing, however, to the~ 
preoccupation of Germa11 indu...,try v.rith othe:r 
tasks, the effects of action in uotb these tielcl:s 
bas been extremely Limited and such 11ew building 
as has been done has only been achieved at the~ 
expense of minor warship and escort craft 
construction. 

(C50583) 

However, the effects of these measure:; on the 
German shipping situation cannot be compared 
with the gratuitous good fortune for Germany 
that occurred in the shape of an abnormally mild 
wu1tcr 1942-43. The absence of a substantial 
freeze-up in the Bii.ltic and Swedish Waters 
extended tl1c· trailing period at the beguming of 
1943 by three months, equivalmt to a bonus of 
some 600,000 g.r.t. of shipping on the year's 
programme. 

Fortnnatdy the heavier and mow effective 
attacks <m her shipping haw in a large measure 
offset tbis favourable start to Germany's ,,hipping 
programme for the current year. 1n this, the 
bombing attacks on ports and inland communica
tion." have been complementary in so far that 
they have prevented Germany from using her 
ports in the maouer which would give the greatest 
nilief to her shlpping situation. 

The efforts o{ the Axis Nations to develop sea 
communications between Europe and the Far 
East to thi: very limited :scale necessa.ry for the 
satisfaction of the more important <1Pficiencie$ 
of Germany, llaly and Japan have been a singular 
faih.1re. Nl·verthdcss active prcparaii.ons for thi~. 
the most dangerous of all forms of blockade 
running, continue. 

The pictme of enemy sbipping in Nortbem 
Waters, whik, fundamentally unchanged ~ince the 
beginnjn.g of 1943, bas altered considerably in 
detail, an<l the present moment is an interestiug 
one at whlcb to ma.kc a brief examination of this 
branch of his transportation system. 

Enemy shipping in Northern Water~ i~ here 
taken as embracing all merchant shippiJ1g ent~ring, 
leaving and plying bctwem ports in the occupied 
territories of Northern Europe and in Germany, 
[t therefore covers the shippi11g m two distinct 
hut important areas, (a) the Day of Biscay, aud 
(b) the North Sea, by which is meant the area 
exttnding from the coasts of Holland anfl Gem1any 
a~ far as the North of Norway. 

These areas are important for apparently 
opp0site reasons : the Biscay area. bccam.e it is 
the terminal of Far Eastern blockade running 
by m~ns of which comparatively small quantities 
of extremely vah1able cargoes, urgently needed 
by Germany and Japan, can be exchal)ged; the 
North Sea because, through it, vast quantiti~ of 
cargoes of litUe intrinsic value, of which iron 011:: 
is the piincipal, pass from neutral and occupied 
ten-itories to Gennan industry. Comparatively 
litUe shipping is invc>lved in the Biscav traffic, 
though the interception and destruction of an 
important part of it has made those ships that 
rrmain assuml' an enhanced value. But above 
all it is the value· to the enemy of the cargoes 
that makes this traffic outstanding in importance, 
and if lost they can only be replaced, at best, 
by a voyage hall round ilie world. Cargoes of 
North Sca shipping on the other hand can generally 
be replaced from sources near at hand, but their 
replacement from overseas make yet another 
demand on Germany's limited tonnage resources, 
while substitution from sources acccs5Jble by land 
tram,-port results in fu1th~r demands on her 
aJrcady overtaxed labour and tr.insport facilities 
and not infrequently in a loss in quality. 



The fundamental di-ffen:nce, then, Jx>twcen tht' 
two areas is cargoes in the cas,• of Bay of Biscay 
sh.ippinJ::, and hulls in the case or that of the 
North Sea. During 1943, substantialchangl's havv 
occurt<'d in both areas. 

Bay of Biscay 
The dev1:lopm,'nt of blockad, running in anu 

oot oI ports on the West roast of France during 
1942 and early 1943 overshadowed all other 
shipping activity ill that area, and while thr 
tran.;port of Spanish iron ore and a small contra
band Lrnd() from Portugal and Spam (which ~ 
alsc, carried on thore), are in theiriselves importam, 
thc'Y do not warr;uit consideratfon in comparison 
with thi;; far more important activity. 
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The pn:sent war need-. r1f Japan a11d GPnnan 
Europe arc in important re:,pects complementary 
By th<! occupation of Indo-Chin,1, :\lalay aud till· 
N.E.T., Japan has acquired, faT in t>Xet><;,.. of h..-r 
own requirement~, rcsourc~ of Germany's main 
dt>firiencic.-rubbrr, tungsten. ti.11 a1lll vrgetahk 
oils. 

From Gem1any, Japa11 not only can obhtin 
much of th<' machinery and :spPcial components 
and matt-rials, s11ch as machin~· tools, ball-hcarin~ 
and mercury tl1at s-he cannot hl•r;;elf produce, but 
al--.o. the heavy machinery that shf' nr.ed:; for 
.-xpanding her war pott>ntials by C>q>kiit::ition of 
the re:,ourccs of the Occupied Territories. B) 
the acquisition of modem Grrman equipment, 
includ.iJlg aircraft and their components, W/T 
apparatus and bombsigbts, Japan benefits not 
only from German technical skill but also is able 
to economise in the time she would otherwise 
require for evolving new weapons. 

Just a.,; the pooling of their mutually comple
mentary resonrc<>s must rank as an Axis war aim 
of the higl1est order, so the need to thwart them 
prescn~ the United Nations with a sttakgic 
problem of the first .importance. 

'Ille initial success of this t1q.ffic in 1942 clearly 
illustrated its importance to the e.nemy, since it is 
tolerably certain that the increa.se that iook place 
in the proportion of real rubber in certai11 German 
manufactured goods and tyres, was due to tbtJ 
supplies of rubber that had l'C'ached Europe by 
the end of that year. EquaUf, thr almost com
plete frustration of the traffic early in 1943, by 
denying Germany somt> 30,000 tnn~ of rubber, is 
believed to have prrcipita.tcd a critical ;,ituation, 
which has no doubt been aggravated by damage 
done by bombirJg to the Hui~ Arti.lidal Rubber 
Plant in Germany itself. 

The yrgeney of this traffic u: clearly shown by 
the decision wht:'n merchant ship sailing;. were 
brought to ao untimely standstill e.i.rly io 1943, 
to allocate a uurnber of specially adapted Italian 
snbmarincs for blockade running. A small number 
of these boats have undoubtt'dly made the \Vest/ 
East voyage, buf iJ1 view of the fact that thrse 
vessels are crewed b)' Italians- it i!'. doubtful 
whether they will continue to operatt: More 
reCPntly it has bt:l;!n reliably reported that a large 
Japanese U-Boat had reaclwd a Biscay port and 
that its cargo included rubber. 

Although attempts at blockade running by 
merchant ships has ceased since the Spring of 
1943, Germany's and Japan's economic position, 
and the preparations beiJ1g made by suitable ships 

pi French harbours, are sure pointers to a recnu.le,;
cPnce of lhP traffic at the first favourable oppor
tunity. The w·gt•ncy of the Axis need, and the 
energy \\;th which Gennany and Japan prosecute 
thf' traffic, stn.:s~ the need for its frustration by 
the· Allies, so that it is fortunate that as far as the 
Europe,,n md is concernrll, it starts and ends in 
the Bay of Biscay, wbere concentration on intt>r• 
ception of blockade runners, whethrr inward or 
outward bound, can mak<' a maji>r contribution 
tow.irdi; the solulion of thf' problt>m. 

North Sea 
As has l.>Pen indicated, at tin1cs when blockade 

running is beil1g actively prosecuted through the 
Bay of Biscay, the intrinsic value of the cargoes 
carried places tht, shipping of that ar .. a in a das.<1 
ahovc alJ other in Northern Waters. 

At all othf>r tim<>s, shipph1g in the North Sea 
ranks -ftrst. This shipping ca1Ties iron ore from 
Sweden and Norway tu Gcnnany, and in the 
revc·,SC' dircct.iort, coal and coke for Scandinavia. 
In addition, there is an important military traffic 
from Gennaoy to Norway. The vast dimensions 
of Germany':; imports of Swedish iron ore engage 
a correspondingly latge flt·et of shipping, and since 
by far the great\.'r part is required in the industrial 
area of the_, Ruhr, transport of this commodity to 
Xorth Sea ports relieves the railway,; of a :,nb
stantial commitment. Equally, since two-thirds 
of Germany's coal and coke production are 
situated .in the Rohr, it is couvenient to her to 
route her t')."ports of thC"se through the same ports. 

Gennany has a number of source;; o[ iron ore 
other t11an Sweden, but Swedish ore, which is 
of high iron content is particularly suited to her 
methods of smelting, since it enables coke supplies, 
on which :mielting depends, to be utili~,-d to the 
best advantage. 

The h<'ary strain on her railway system has 
compelled Germany to make the fullest possible 
use of water communica.tic,ns, and it is therefore 
very attractive to her to be able to route her 
irm1 ore imports through such North Sea ports as 
are, not only in close proximity to the Ruhr but 
connected to it by a system of canals. Of these 
ports, Rotterdam is in every way the most 
conveniently ctituated, since a lock-free canal 
syst<'m, and tlw Lower Hhine, placf' it in direct 
contact with the Ruhr, a11d lb handling facilities 
have in consequence brcomc out.standing. Second 
only to Rotterdam in convenier1cc. j,. Emden, 
which i:; linked to the Ruhr by the artificial, and 
more vulnerahle, Dor1mund-Em$ Canal. 

GPrmany for loug bas been compelled to depend 
on Swedish shipping for the carriage of a large 
proportion of her iron ore imporu;, and it is 
estimated tha.t 40 per cent. of this trade was to 
have been carried in Swedish ships during the 
current year. Her depcndcnce on Swedish ship
ping has bl!cn a source of strength and weakness; 
it ba.'i eased her own sh.ippil1g requirements at a 
time of stringency, and enabled her import pro
gramme larg .. !y to be compliltcd, but it has left 
her depelld>'11t on tht· goodwill nf Swedish ship
owners. 

So long .is adequate supplies of coal and coke 
could be made available at Rotterdam, Gcnnany 
was able to exploit Sweden's complete dependence 
on import,; of the two commodities, to compel her 
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to continue trading with that pon, u1 !>l)Ile of the 
reluctance of her shippi11g owners and crews to 
face the hazards of thls route. ln 1943, however, 
a combinatiou of two factors have defoate<l this 
important aspect of the German Shipping Plait. 
They wen: (a) the increased weight and effectivl!
ness of direct air altack!< on the convoys them
selves, and (b) the inabiHty of the Gt'rmanf. to 
provide sufficient coal at RottPrdam, which call 

probably be traced to a disorganise<l system of 
inland oommunica.tions due to bombing. It can 
be readily appreciated that tht' Swede.-. were 
hardly likely to face the danger:; a11d losses 
entailed by sailing to Rotterdam, if there were 
none of the precious return cargoes available, 
and by June it was clear that virtually the whole 
of Rotterdam's traffic had been transferred to 
Emden. A small amount of traffic to Lbi: Hook 
still continues, but the increasing re;;istaI\ce of 
Swedish owners and tht· magnitude of German 
efforts to increas.e the capacity of Emdcn and its 
inland communications suggesls that Rotterdam 
i~ unlikely to reg,~in Uw hegemony of North Sea 
ports. 

In contradistinction lo the IJutcll and Gerrmm 
Coasts, all major shipping that operates along the 
Norwegian Coast is under Ge, man control, a.nd 
nu i1entral slripping venture:, lho.:re. In 1943, the 
amount of shipping moving in the Norwegian 
area has shown a sub:,timtial increase over that 
of prt.'V\ous years, and while this increast' has 
largely been due to the movl'ment of military 
supplies, fortification materials and coal, it bas 
also been reflected in augme.nted exports to 
Germany. The rcc,:,nt ,-uspension by Sweden of 
transit rights that allowE>d the Gcm1aus to move 
certain quantities of troops an<l military supplies 
over Swedish railways e11 r()1t/e to th<• NortJ1 of 
Norway, suggests that the volume of "hipping i!'; 
likely at least to be maintaint'd, if not increasl.-d, 

anrl indications of an attempt to reinforce fighter 
strength in Southern Norway testifies to German 
apprehensions for its safety. 

Conclusions 
The distinctive natures of the shipping operating 

in the two main areas of Northern \Vaters h;ive 
bt:en dernonslraled ; tl1at operating North of 
the Straits of Dover is an iJ1 legral part of Germany's 
continC'ntal transport sysh:m ; that operating in 
the Biscay Coast provides Genmuiy's 1a..~t appre
ciable link with the outside world. By frustrating 
the latter, economic collaboration, probably the 
most positive aspect of combiner! Axis strategy, is 
prevented. The denial of quite small quantities 
of such important deficiencies as robber, tin, 
and tnngstcn has an effect on Gcnna.ny's declining 
war potential quite out of proportion to the effort 
needed to achieve it. In the North Sea by 
reducing .;till furtlier tl1<> volume of shipping 
moving between G.:rmany and her neighbonrs, 
subject and subservient, the strain on the enE>my's 
supply and· transport system is aggravated. The 
effr-cts of attacks on shlpping in this area, in 
themselves consirlerable, are essentially comple
mu1tary to lhose of the war of attrition which fr., 
being waged owr and around Germany. 0nC' 
and all they limit accretions to Germany's capital, 
while simultaneously forcing up lhe ratt: of her 
expl:'nditure. As would be expected their cficcts 
as regards the latt,•1· are mon' easily discernible, 
and il i~ probable that not le,;s than half oi 
Germany's Naval effort in Northen) Waters is 
dt>voted to the protection of her shipping. The 
hPavy dcmaJ1ds which this makes on her man
power and material resources are constantly 
increasing. Any further increa..--e in these em
barrassments, in addition to those being experi
enced by inland communications, might have far
reaching m.ults. 

Anti-Shipping Operations-October 

Anti-shipping operations during Ocmber have 
been restricted owing mainly to the lack of 
suitable cloud cover in the Nonvegian Coast area 
and to the lack of targets for the North Coates 
Wing, on the Dutch Coast. In the latter a rea 
the enemy has not only reduced the number of 
convoys to Rotterdam, but also, largely becaust> 
of the attacks made by the Wing on any convoy 
:;ailing in daylight from Ijmuiden to Texel. he 
has been forced to sail this stretch of the coast 
in darkness and ri5.k attack by Light Naval 
forces anrl by roving Beau fighters . Up to the time 
of writing only two torpedoes have been dropped, 
one on the night of October 17 Beau.fighter 
Yt254 against a Dutch Coast Convoy and oni; at 
dawn on October 25 lhmpden M/489, against 
a large )1.V., which was stationary in convoy off 
Egcro. Owing to the darkness and the need 
for evasive action no results could he seen, but 
we hope to receive informatioo th:lt thesP attacks 
wc>re effective. 

During the attack or, Octnb,•r 17, Y/264 flrl.'d 
a burst of cannon at an M,V. of about 1,000 tons 
and saw strikes and smoke amidships. Apart from 
these torpedo actions, activity has been confined 
to a Rover in force hy the North Coates Wi11g, 
described below, and other uneventful Rove:r;; aud 

reconnaissances, in Oflt' or which armed trawlers 
were attacked. 

\Vhile on Dutch Coast rccmmaissance on 
October 22, Beauftght.er F/236 sighted thrue 
M.V.~ near Schiermonnikoog with two armed 
trawlers covering the only position from which 
good photographs could be taken. With more 
courage than wisdom, since the primary object 
of reconnaissance is to bring back i.nfom1ation, 
the pilot attacked the ne::trest trawler with cannon, 
srraddled ht:r, and then photographed the convoy. 
On the way out two other armed trawlers were 
in the way and F/236 again attacked one with 
cannon anrl set her on fire from bridge to stern. 
Photographs of thP t,·awler were taken 

On October 19, fifteen Beaufighters of 2-54 
Squadton with twelve Beaufight.ers of 236 Squad
ron, escorted bv Spitfires of No. 12 Grou_p, carried 
out a Rover patrol in force in the Ijmuiden area.. 
Six Bt'at1fighters of 236 were armed with R.P. 
anu lhe rr'llaini1,g aircraft with ca11nou. Th1.: 
object of the Rover was to attack any shipping 
which could be found, sinc1: the enemy's present 
convoy tactics had deprived the Nortll Coates 
Wil1g of a convoy target for sonw con~iderable 
time : an excellent te!,timonial to the Wing. 



Off Ijmuiden, the stranded liner Strassburg 
was sighted with a tug, an armed trawler and a 
T.L.C. in the vici11ity, probably salvaging matt'rial 
from her. 

The Wing leader decided to attack and the 
Wing turnt'd in, with cannon and R.P. Many 
cannon strikes were obtained on the Strassburg, 
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which caught lin,. A few R.P. hit~ were also 
dlaimed. The armed trawler and the tug were 
also raked with cannon fire, the tug being set 
o·n firt:. Accurat~ and fairly concentrated flak 
was met from ship;;; and shore and one of our 
.Bleau.fighters failed to ret.uin. A phot•>graph of 
the St,,assburg, after the attack, appears on 
P'latc 5. 

A Note on the North Coates 'W'ing: Searching and rStriking 
The first work of the North Coates Beaufighler 

Wing is to locate enemy shipping. Its second 
work is to attack the ships whenever practicable. 

The principal field oi operations for the- Wing is 
in the ~Qulhenl North Sea, off th1: coastline WC$t 
of the Elbe, as far as Flushing. Soon a.fter the 
Wing began operations in April 1943, the enemy 
made far-reaching changes in his shipping arrange
ments for that area. 

The Wi11.g is a developrnt'nl of earlier cxJ)('ri
mei1 ts, in this Command and in tlll! 1foditerranean, 
in opening the way for torpc-do aircraft with 
attacks by anti-Bak aircraft on the vessels 
escorting the torpedo target. These experiments 
showed that this was a promising way of lessening 
casualties and of securing torpedo hits. The 
formation of lhc North Coates Wing was th<·rc
fore lhc obvious result of the experiments. 

There is ~-till a small traffic to Rottndam, but 
there is no immediate sign that tbc port will 
rnassmm, its old importance. Prudence suggests 
tbat the enemy will continue, for as Icmg as 
possible, to k,•ep the bulk of his convoys a.s far 
from our air attack as the ba.11tlling capacity and 
facilitic-s of German ports will allow. 

The convoys that continut to sail to RottcJ"dam 
vary their time-tables considerably so as to 
cc1nfuse our _predictions of their movements, and 
to, avoid being caught in waters where they might 
b~1 torpedoed by daylight. They frequcutly put 
into the anchorage at D.::n Helder, where they 
W1ait until the moment seems favourable for 
proceeding further. 

The assessed results of the attacks that have 
hE!lpPtl to achieve this change in !'nemy tactics, 
between April and Septembrr, ~ire as follows:-

Be<Lufighlcr Wing.-Six ship~ totalling 24,167 
G.R.T. sunk. One ship of 6.800 G.R.T. seriously 
damagrd. Two ships totalling 4,609 G.R.T. 
damaged. 

In addition, a.t lea::;l one am1ed trawler has been 
sunk, ,uld som" thirty-four minesweepers and 
armed lrawll'rs damaged : s,,me seriou-;ly. 

North Coates hav!' since played an important 
part i11 pi:actfaing, changing and pcdecting the 
tactics of the strikr wing in operation against 
enemy convoys, and lhe~c rn.ctics arc now the 
basis of Coastal Command'::; shipping attacks. 
Thr task has not beon easy. The enemy has 
increased the number of his escort vessels in 
proportion to the success of the Wing, and there 
have been as many as 17 escorts to a convoy of 
four merchant vessels, The los.,; of an anti-flak Tn the same period No. 415 Squadron sank 
squadron was a sad l>low to the· Wing, but lllis three ships totalling 9,821 tons, and damaged 
was ma<le necessary by heavy fighter policy in the · arnother i-hip of 2,092 tons. 
Bay of Biscay. With the present limitation of The damage to thl' escort force in the southern 
man-power we cannot afford to be strong every- North Sea is an imporl,.mt secondary achievement. 
where and action against the U-Boats at this The offensive against her convoys has caused 
time- is more imporfan1 in thi> war effort than tht' Giinnany to make a considerable increa;;e in 
sinking of t>Xlra ~l1ips off the Dutch coast. providing escorts at a time: when it was kast 

The North Coa.tcs Wing has been greatly hclp<,d convenient to do so. This has forced her to 
in its opcralions by the excclle,it single-1:ngined provide more naft or a suitable type. and to 
fighter escort provided by No. 12 Group of Fighter convert others. All havc to be manned. Damage 
Command. Thi> enrmy soon took to escorting his to escort craft mean~ the use of space in repairing 
convoys with single-seater fighteri- and the ya.rds which might be used for building new 
Spitfires and Mustangs o( 12 Group have given us es,~ort vessels or merchant. shipping. Casualties 
magnificent protection, and they have accounted to crews further accen1 uale Germany's shortage 
for a 11umb('t of t•ntmy fighters in the -process. of sk:illc-d manpower. 

111.-0THER OPERA .. TIONAL FLYING 
D/311 in au Exceptional Combat 

The combat between D/311 and seven ]1i.88's is an excellent exam-pie of the tactics 
wliicll this type of enemy t.iircrafl are adopting wh1en they meet a sitigle anti U-Boat aircraft 
which ca1111ol escape quickly in{,;) cloud. It slumkl be sf.udied with care by all ,:rettJS operating 
in /he Bay area, a11d for tltis reason the combat rttporl is prinied below, in f14ll-. 

The white aircraft was obviozMly co-ordi11ati11g tlze attacks of 1/te remai11,der of tJre 
formation,, so that simulla11eo·11s aifa~·ks slumld b,e delivered fr(J'm ,me l1ow and a~ opposite 
q1tarler, tlt11s ca11si11g tlie a11ti U-Boal aircraft to present a no-deflection, shot to one section 
by l1m1ing i11ta the a/lack from the other. 

Co11sidering t/zat the allacks were well pres:sed home by tlie Ju.88's, t/ie Uberator's 
corkscrew evasive acti011 mu-st have been carried out with exceptional skt"fl. JI is the only 
forni of evasive actio11 which uAU effectively co"nter such ati alla.ck. 
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It $}w1dd be noted that the pilot of this aircraft had d011e fighter affiliatio,i with Uui 
Spitfire Circus, which was u,uJoubtedly of great Mlp to him in his cn•asivc acticn. 

Tliis skilled evasive action a,ld lhe acwrate shooting of the gunners s11cassf ully di.s
organi$ed 1//1/11,t bega,i as a nwdel attack and end,d with indi1Jid11al aircraft making" tentalil!d 

passes." Every s·1u:cessfut combat of this kind does 1mtold good to the ca11se of Liberators 
in, gt1teral because once the Hun gets the idea that Libel'ators arc " dynamite," he will not 
press home his attacks against Ill~, with enJlwsi,mn or d~tern1ination. 

D/311 wai. flying across a large gap in cloud at mid•upper gunner got a burst inco the attacking 

2,300 ft., when it sighted three Ju.88's. One of Number I. A burst of fire was observed on the 

them was painted white. They were in loose J u.88's port engine, with a trail of smoke behind it. 
formation, stepped up in height by 300 ft., 
120° starboard, at a distance of about 2 miles, 
2,000 ft. above. Shortly after, four more Ju.88's 
were sighted, 110° starboard, at the same height 
and distance, flying in two formations of two. 
Immediately after being sighted, the enemy air
craft altered course towardi. D/311, the white 
Ju.88 flashing dashes by an orange light situated 
in the cockpit. The enemy aircraft broke their 
formations and assumed the following positions 
in relation to D/311. 

Four Ju.88's on port bow (30° port), distance 
1,000 yards, about 2,000 ft. above, in tight 
echelon, port formation, flying on a course parallel 
to that of D/311 (Numbers 1 to 4). 

Two Ju.88's on starboard quarter, 120° star
bc>ard, distanet> 1,000 yards, about 1,500 ft below, 
in a tight echelon starboard formation, on a course 
parallel to that of D/311. 

One Ju.88 (the one camouflaged white) astern 
1,000 yards, about 2,000 ft. above. 

The enemy aircraft carried out their first attack 
in the following manner :-Numbers l to 4 broke 
off to the right in a~teep diving turn, and attacked 
in rapid succession, in formation line astern from 
port bow, opening fire from about 900 yards and 
clo..ing to 200 yards. After the attack they passed 
below D/311, made a wide tum to their starboard, 
and resumed their previous positions. 

Numbers S and 6 attackPd immediately after the 
attack by N'umber 4, in line astern, formation, 
from starboard quarter, from below, opening fire 
from 1,000 yards, and closing to less than 
200 yards. After the attack they passed below 
D/311. made a tum to their port, and resumed 
their previous position (120° starboard, l mile, 
1,000 ft. below). 

The white J u.88 kept station astern 1,000 yards, 
2.000 ft. above, throughout the combat, making 
no attempt to attack. All the available guns of 
D/311 were engaged in attacking the enemy. The 
Captain adopted the corkscrewing method of 
evasive action, turning against the attacking 
aircraft. During this (first) formation attack, the 

The other Ju.88's were attacking io rapid 
succession and oo further results were observed. 
Rut when the enem) aircraft resumed their 
positions only three of them were counted on the 
port bow, two on the starboard quarter, and the 
white one in its position. The Ju.88's carried out 
anoU1er attack, using the same tactics. When 
Number 5 was passing bPhind, and below D/31 1, 
after its attack, tbe rear gunner and the beam 
gunner got in a burst. Number 5 was then seen to 
make off on a westerly course and it was not seen 
again. The remaining Ju.SS's resumed their posi
tions; three on poet bow, one on starboard quarter 
and the white one astern. But it seemrd that the 
organisation h:td hrokP.n down. for the enemy 
thPn began attacking singly from all dirr.ctions, 
with the exception of tlw white one which never 
attacked. The enemy aircraft attacking singly 
delivered 10 attacks in all. Tn the last attack but 
one, the attacking aircraCt was hit by both rear 
and beam gunners while it was breaking off in a 
turn. The enemy aircraft was seen to straighten 
up, fly level for a second, sidt-slip, and then dive 
into the sea. The impact was violent, causing a 
big splash. 

On some occasions D/SlJ managed, by steep 
diving turns, to get below the enemy aircraft 
going into attack, so that they had no chance to 
open lire. At the time of the ~ingle attacks of the 
Ju.88's, D/311 reacbeq patchy cloud, making use 
of it by altering course and successfully dodging 
the enemy aircraft, one of which seemed to be so 
annoyed, by waiting at the wrong cud of the 
patch of cloud that, after three unsuccessful 
attempts, it dived to sea lt:vel and sent a long 
burst into the sea. It was then seen that this was 
the only Ju.88 armed with two cannons (situated 
in the leading edge of wings, close to the propellers) 
firing U'J>losive shells. This was the Ju.88 which 
was later shot down. Shortly after, D/31 l entered 
a solid mass of cloud. While entering this cloud 
the white Ju.SS was seen making a wide tum to 
its starboard and apparently making off. 

The speed of DJ311 during the combat was 

from 160 to 280 miles an hour. 

Other Combats during September and October 
On September 8 Liberator B/4 A/8 Squadron fire. This firP hit the radio and put No. I engine 

U.S.A.A.F. was flying at 4,000 ft. on anti U-Boat out of action. The Liberator then turned to port, 
patrol. In position 48° 00' N., 10° 52' W. the a manreuvre which upset the port group of 

second pilot sighted eight Ju.88's flying on a Germans who found themselves too far ahead to 

parallel couTSe 500 ft. above the Liberator Three attack. The Liberator then went into a shallow 
Ju.s were on the starboard side with a fourth dive and increased speed to 230 m.p.h. About 

lagging behind, and four were in echelon on the 10 minutes later the attacks were resumed. Single 

port side about 300 yards aw.i.y. The enemy flew aircraft flew ahead of the Liberator, pee.led off, 
ahead of lbc Americans and the starboard group and came in from both bows. Thelirst few attacks 
made the first attack, coming in on the starboard were ineffective as the Germani:: broke off at 600 

bow. The Libt:rator turned towards the first yards. Then one closed m from the port bow to 
t:nemy aircraft wh:ch opened fire at 1,000 yards. 200 yards and shot a.way the rudder controls, 

The Gern1ans flew right over the top of the trimming tabs and hit the top turret. The 

Liberator, but only the first aircraft was seen to gunner, however, stuck to his guns a.nd shot his 

(C50583) D 
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attacker down in flames. Another Junker.; closed 
in on the starboard bo,v to 50 yards but was 
caught in the cross fire of the top and beam guns 
and was also sce11 to crash, after nearly colliding 
with the Liberator, These bow attacks now 
became continuous but tbe enemy kept his 
distance and did no damage. Then one German 
tried a beam attack and closed to 100 yarqs on 
the starboard side. His fire was very accurate, 
but as he broke away forward the nose gunner 
caught him at 100 yards and shot him into the 
sea. Unfortunately be had all but finished 
the Liberator, Big holes were made ln both the 
inboard and outboard fuel tai1ks on the starboard 
side, and one shell shattered the instrument 
panel ~nd seriously wounded the pilot. No. I 
engine was already out of action and a.fter this 
attack Nos. 3 and 4 were out of fuel and had to be 
feathered. Toe second pilot then prepared to 
ditch. As he was gliding down another enemy 
aircraft closed to 500 yards on the starboard 
bow and shot away the port dinghy. The 
LibMator hit the sea, which was rough, at about 
92 m.p.h. and broke in halt. Seven members 
of the crew got out, four on the starboard side 
and three on the port side. The starboard ding)1y 
was released but only partially inflated. The 
·second pilot saw a three-man dinghy about 50 
yards away, retrieved it and towed it back to the 
other dinghy, where it waS inflated. By then, 
however, the three men on tbc port side had 
disappeared a11d were not seen again. One of 
those rcmaiJ1ing bad been seriously wounded 
during the engagement and died before the 
diughy's ·crew was rescued by a British sloop 
nearly three days later. 

Liberator A/224 flying in the Bay on anti 
U-Boat patrol on September 9, sighted six Ju.88's. 
The pilot dived to port to gain cloud cover which 
he bad seen in the dis tan~. The enemy aircraft 
tried to position themselves to carry out frontal 
attacks, but as the Liberator was flying at 
240 m.p.b., the enem)' had to content them
selves with attacks on cith(•r quarter and beam. 
More than eight attacks were made. A/224 
countered with corkscrew evasi;ve action and 
diving turns towards the attacks. Fire control 
by an experienced gunnery leader made the 
evasive action more successful and helped the 
gurmers, who seriously damaged one enemy 
aircraft. No damage was done to rhe Liberator 
or crew. 

On September 16 SUnderland E/461 wa.~ flying 
at 4,000 ft. on anti U-Boat patrol when enemy 
aircraft were sighted 17 miles away fine ou the 
starboard quarter. They were at the same hcight 
as E/461 and came up fast. The Sunderland 
promptly headed foi· the nearest cloud bank, 
which unfortunately was 30 miles away. On 
overtaking our aircraft tht em-my formed up 
for the attack. Four Ju.88's positioned them
selves in stepped-op echelon on the starboard 
bow and two in echelon on the port quarter. The 
nearest aircraft of each group was about 1,000 
yards away. The lcadeI of the formation on the 
starboard bow directed the attack, in which he 
took little part. The attack was begun by No. 2 
Oil the starboard bow, who tumed in and attacktd 
from about 80° on the starboard bow. As the 
Sunderland made a diviilg turn towards this 

attack the nearest German on· the port quarter 
,came in. With E/461 still cork5crewing No. 3 on 
the starboard how and No. 2 on the port quarter 
made sim\1ltaneous attacks in the same way. 
No. 4 on the starboard bow followed while the 
Sunderland kept up the corkscrewing. The enemy 
tben re-formed and repeated these tactics. 

During the first attack the tail turret hydraulics 
were put out of action, and though the gunner 
operated his turret manually, the violent evl!Sive 
action greatly hampered his efforts. Moreover 
only one gun in the raid-upper turret was firing. 
However, the volume of fire forward see1ned to take 
the enemy by surprise. 

The next attacks came from the beam. Half 
the formatiot1 attacked from 1Jne beam and when 
the Sunderland turned towards them they broke 
away. At thll same time the other formation 
came in taking advantage of the easier target 
presented to them when the Sunderland was 
c.ommilted to one form oJ evasive action. Bv 
attacking on the beam the enemy avoided the 
galley gwis, and at no time did they approach 
from below. 

By Ulis time both port engines of the Sunder
land l1ad been hit, the tajJ turret was out of action, 
and manreuvrability had been largely lost. The 
enemy soon discovered this and concentrated 
their attacks from fine on the quarters with an 
occasional attack from the beam. One Gem1an 
retired with a continuous stream of black smoke 
poaring from his starboard engine:, and at least 
three others were hit. But the rest continued 
their quarter attacks until the Sunderland had 
only one engine worl-itlg and only one gun which 
would bear. The aircraft was therefore ditched
very successfully-and the whole crew rescued. 

It is thought that the enemy must have 
rehearsed his tactics well beforehand. They were 
carefully controlled and adapted to meet changes 
in the ~ituation. The Ju.'s broke away at 300 
yards and always above E/461, and whenever 
possible in the opposite direction to that taken 
by the Sunderland. Head-on attacks were the 
most ,,1.1.ccessful until the Germans realized that 
the tail turret wa:; out of action, when attacks on 
the stern wen: obviously better. 

This fine effort on tl1t• part of the entire crew 
enabled them to hold off a superior and skilful 
cner,ny force for 45 minutes and then to ditch 
the aircraft without casualties. 

Liberator N/53 flying on anti U-Boat patrol on 
September 23, was attacked by five Me. ll0's. 
Two enemy aircraft were first seen flying low on 
the porl bov, and climbing to attack. N/53 
immediately climbed for cloud cover. Tbe 
enemy aircraft closed and attacked from below, 
opening fire a.t 600 yards to 700 yards range, 
Three more .Me. ll0's were then seen, which alsQ 
attacked from the port and below. The port 
beam gunner of N /53 returned the fue, and as the 
enemy aircraft formed line astern after the attack, 
it was seen that one of the Me.s had both engines 
on fire, and another tl1e port engine on fire. The 
Liberator made cloud cov-er, and the rem;µning 
enemy aircraft were not seen again. N/53 received 
slight damage and two of the crew were wounded. 



Liberator B/22 A/S Squadron U.S.A.A.F. on 
September 27 was investigating a smokl! .float on 
the water when six l\1e.1 IO's were sighted 2,00() 
yards to port. Two enemy aircraft attacked or1 
the port bow opening fire at 600 yards and 
breaking away above at 200 yards. B122 jett~
soned the depth charges and turned into tbe 
attack. The four enPmy aircraft then made ait 
attack on the port quarter. The tail gunner o:f 
the Liberator returned lhe lire and hit one of the 
enemy aircraft. The action lasted about one 
minute. The LibPrator was slighUy damaged, 
but the crew was uninjured. 

Liberator B/103 A/S Squadron U.S.N. flying 
on anti U-Boat patrol on September 24 sighted 
five Ju.88's in line astern on the starboard beam. 
The enemy aircraft were flying 1,500 fL abovl! 
the Liberator and peeled off to attack. B/108 
countered with a diving tum to starboard. 
Three more enemy aircraft were then seen, 
making a total of eight. One Ju.88 kept statiou 
above and did not attack: it was either acting 
as a decoy or, more likely, directing the attack, 
which lastPd for 15 minutes. The gunners of the 
Liberator opened fire whenever a target presented 
itself, and they succeeded in damaging two enemy 
aircraft, and probably destroyed a third. B/10~1 
eventually reached a medium sized cloud and 
after flying in this for 20 minutes set course to,: 
base. No damage was done to the Liberator 01: 

crew. 

Bea11fighters, Y, U, R, H, A, Q/143 on a fighte1: 
direction operation in 'the Bay on October 7, 
sighted five J u.88's flying i.11 open Vic formatio~1 
at 5,000 ft., 6 miles ahead. The enemy aircraft 
immediately broke formation and attempted tc1 
evade combat. Y/143 opened fire at 1,000 yards,. 
closing lo 400 yards. No hits were seen and nc1 
return fire was met. A second Ju.88 emitting: 
black smoke from its starboard engine was seen1 
being chased by R/143. Y/143 succeeded irn 
getting in a burst of cannon at this aircraft: 
from 150 yards, but again no hits were. seen. An. 
enemy aircraft now approached head-on a11d Y /14$ 
opened fire at 400 yards down to 50 yards, the: 
J u.88 breaking below. The Navigator of Y/1431 
saw it crash into the sea, leaving a large patch of 
green oil. U / l 43 sighted a J 11.88 being followed by 
a Beaufighter and as the enemy aircraft appeared. 
to b.e out-turning the Beaufighter, dived to 
attack. Fire was opened on the port quarter at 
600 yards, but no hits were seen. R/143 attacked a, 
Ju.88 on the port beam opening fire at 600 yards 
and closing to 400 yards. Strikes were seen on 
the fuselage, wing roots and rear of the cockpit. 
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The enemy aircraft turned sharply to port and 
R1143 stood off while another B•'\at1fighter went 
into attack from astern. At this moment " R " 
saw ao enemy aircraft on his tail and had to 
make use of cloud where the enemy aircraft was 
lost. H/143 managed to attack two enemy air
craft and damaged one of them. A/143 made 
four attacks on one of the enemy aircraft. The 
first and third attacks on the starboard quarter, 
and the second and !foal attacks on the port 
quarter. After the last attack t.he J u.88 was 
seen to burst into flamt:.s and crash into the sea, 
leaving the mainplane afloat. No survivors were 
seen. Thus two Ju.88's were destroyed and two 
damaged in this action for the loss of one Beau
figbter, Q/143, which [ailed to return to base. 

Halifax R/58 on anti U-Boal patrol on October 8 
sighted a B. & V. 222 flying boat. R/58 inter
cepted the enemy aircraft and made an attack 
on the port quarter, opening fire with the V.G.O. 
in the 11ose at 600 yards and b1·ealdng away on 
the port beam to allow the tail gunner to bring 
his guns to bear. R/58 the.n cµ-oppetl astern and 
passed over to the starboard quarter where the 
mid upper and nose gunners opened fire again. 
The enemy aircraft took no evasive action, but 
returned the fire with cannon frnm the two top 
turrets and a cannon on each beam. Strikes were 
seen on the enemy aircraft in the fuselage and 
belly, and the rear upper cannon position was 
sil~nced. The enemy aircraft then drew away 
from the Halifax. 

Liberator J'/311 (Czech) flying on anti U-Boat 
patrol on October 11, sighted four J u.SS's on the 
port quarler 3 miles away. The enemy aircraft 
closed and attacked first on the starboard beam, 
fire being opened at 1,000, yards closing to 
300 yar.ds. No damage was done to the Liberator 
which cowttered with a skidding diving turn to 
starboard. During this manceuvre the three 
remaining enemy aircraft attacked. The second 
aircraft hit J/311, put the rear turret out of action 
and wounded the rear gunner in the leg. During 
the second attack which was made by a single 
aircraft from either beam, the Liberator received 
further damage, but the mid-upper and side 
gunners rotumed the fire and, although wounded, 
succeeded in hitting one of the enemy aircraft. 
After the sixth attack the Ju.88's broke away and 
set course eastwards. The Liberator received 
damage to the fuselage, tail plane, elevator, rear 
turret and flaps. The pilot made a successful 
crash landing in spite of the difficulties of landing 
without flaps and with a punctured tyre. 

t,: 
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Photographic Reconnaissance 

During the first part of the month photographic 
reconnaissance continued the hjgh level of 
activity oi September, but bad weather at base 
and over the targets limited operations towards 
the en,d of the month. 

The usual routine reconnaissance of ports 
and airfields produced useful information on 
shipping movements, particularly in the Channel, 
where the enemy appears to bi:: engaged in Jiis 
customary autumn pastime of bringing merchant 
shipping through the Straits t6 northern waters. 
Similarly, the movements of new or refitted 
vessels from the Low Countl'ies to the Baltic 
was carefully watched, as well as the increased 
ll!a.ffic on the Norwegian coast. A special low 
level reconnaissance, known as a "Diec" {des
cribed below), was flown to obtain low oblique 
photographs of the ex-hospital sh.ip Stl'a~sburg. 
now beached oft ljmuideu (seti Pia.le 5). 

The daylight bombing att:a,cks on Gdynia, 
Danzig and Marienburg were followed up within 

a few hours l>y a reeom1aissance aircraft which 
took photographs of Gydnia and Danzig. 
Marienburg was obscured by smoke and the 
sortie had to be flown again the following day_ 
The first sortie proved its worth by establishing 
th.at th.e liner Stuttgart was burning fiercely. 
At the time of photography it was being towed 
out o{ Gdynia, possibly to be sunk outside the 
port, 

The advancing armies in Italy have opened 
up a new field for photographic reconnaissance 
from this country and long range sorties were 
flown, including Prague, Brno, Vienna and 
Buda.pest. 

Photographic rcconnaiss;i.nce played a notable 
part in the attack by midget submarines on the 
German fleet in Alten Fjprd. Photographs of 
these vessels disclosed some of the damage 
inflicted, including a severe oil leak from 
th~ Tirpiti. 

Th.e following selection of reports of PhotQgrap!iic Reconnaissance were unitten by 
members of t!Je crews. 

541 SQUADRON (SPITFIRE) 

On the morning of October 20, I got permission 
to 1

' dice " the German liner Strassburg, which 
was lying damaged, about a mile off Ijmuiden 
harbour. {Su Plate 5.) I was briefed at L115 
and took off for a forward refuelling base at 1200. 
Havfog refuelled 1 was airborne at 1310 and 
set course for Ijmuidcn beneath 5/10 stratocu. 
I crossed over the English coast and carried on 
acr.oss the North Sea on the deck, hoping to 
C1SCape th.e Hun R.D,F. About twenty miles from 
the target the weather cleared completely and the 
sea- W3'..'> calm. I increasect ~= and boost and 
saw the dock.'i and bnildings of Ijmuiden when 
I was still about ten miles from the coast. Tmvel
ling at a pretty good speed I soon made landfall 
and identified my target, wbioh was surrounded 
by about twenty small fishing smacks-or so 
J thought I It seemed to me, that approaching 
from the sea and on the deck, I <iotild use these 
boats to conceal my approach ; but whilst 
weaving in and out I suddenly found to my 
horror that they were armed and were letting 
fly with light machine-gun and cannon fire. 
I was still about two miles from the Strassbrirg 
when some black flak bursts appeared, one 
slightly ahead of me. My aircraft was hit by 
a fragment which came through the cockpit 
hood and missed my head by about three inches. I 
decided that as I would have to turn in order to 
photograph my target, and thereby expose the 
aircraft to the gunners, it would be advisable to 
carry straight on and map out a new plan of 
campaign. Before I had time to figure things 
out l jmuiden docks appeared in front o[ me. 
With the aid of my guns I vented my feeling 
on the local shipping. 

By this time with throttle and pitch controls 
were well forward, T did a steep tum and headed 
north-west out to sea, turned, and photographed 

th.e target from about a quarter of a mile. Things 
wore h\llDIIling and I wns really surprised at the 
heat of my reception. As I still did not know 
whether my aircraft had, been holed in any 
other place, I decided to stay near land in order 
to watch temperatures and pressures before 
setting out across the long stretch of water for 
home. lo order not to waste this time, and as 
there was the cha11Ge that I might have missed 
the target on the ftrsb run, 1 turned round and 
approached the Strassburg from the soutb•west. 
During these few minutes-which actually seemed 
like hours-the gunners di.d not waste their time. 
Feeling a bit peeved, as I ba<l thought that the 
fishing boats were friendly Dutchmen, I engaged 
four separate boats with machine-gun fire and 
shot them up. I felt much better. 

I continued on this run, taking another photo
graph of the target from the landward side, 
which again brougl.tt me into the heavy Ack-Ack. 
I was surprised to see the water, which was 
5 ft. below, spraying up with the shrapnel. 
When I was within about filty yards of the ship 
I could see that she was in a very bad way, 
well down at the bows, battered and rent, with 
the tiered super-structure in a dilapidated condi
tion. I must have been doing well over 300 m.p.h. 
and my run carried me over the land to the 
north of Ijmuiden, which once again brought 
a hail of abuse from the local defences. The 
sky seemed full of bursting shells and red tracers, 
and a, the aircraft seemed to be all right, 1 
decided to head for home. I was followed by 
fairly accurate shore-ba!,ed flak for about four miles 
out to sea, when things returned to normal. 
I crossed tbc English coast at 1415 after an 
uneventful trip back, and tried to reach my 
base. I was rather afraid that if I landed to 
refuel the local Engineering Officer would put 



PLATE 5 

The Germail liner Stn,ssl>urg agrorn:d ofl ljmuidcn. ~h~ was lir~t seen in this position on Scptcmlwr 3. She has 
since been ~c,·~rdy damm;nl lw Co:1stal Cornntan<I aircraft. (See letterpress. page 24.) 

Wiener-Neusladt .\'ord airfield where Mc. 109's arc ;.1sscrnblcd. Approximalcly 100 aircraft arc present. Fuselages. 
and other component µarts arc also visible. Damage during Fortress r:\ids can be seen 0 11 factory buildings. 

(See letterpress, pages 25-26.) 



Pi,ATE G ~\ hove: .\n nll·cntft and a tr,1i11 o n the new r11 11wJy at Bal1ykelly . 

liJ low : ,\ clrad whale with bi rds in a ttc-ndancc. phulo:,.:1;1phcd h~; 8'1 SqtHtdrrrn in po~iti<m ~7 52' X. ?.8° 10' \\'. on Octohcl' IH. 



my aircraft U/S, and delay the processing of 
the films. Unfortunately, I bad to force land 
at Luton with no petrol, but the ground staff 
were so helpful and efficient that I was airborne 
again within a quarter of an hour, eventually 
landing at base at 1529 hours. 

540 SQUADRON (MOSQUITO) 

At lOS0bours on September 17 we were airborne 
to photograph targets in the Vienna and Linz 
area. As we climbed south-eastwards towards 
the English coast, on a typical September 
morning, diurnal cumulus cloud was already 
forming, and higher multi-layer cloud had moved 
in from the west. Our climb was mainly through 
cloud "'itb occasional glimpses of the ground. 
At 11 12 hours we crossed the English coa::.t. and 
we did not see the ground aga.in until we pin
pointed at Basle in Switzerland, Heavy cloud 
and frontal conditions covered France, with 
cloud tops to 21,000 feet. We were flying levc.l at 
28,000 feet. Switzerland was clear save for some 
strato-cu. on the Alps, and we were able tci 
map-read our way to Linx and Vienna along the 
Danube. Our photographic runs over Vienna 
were brightened by the formation of heavy vapour 
trails, but we hoped to Jly on, unnoticed. Leaving 
Wiener Ne11stadt we flew south, and soon entered 
dense cirro-stra tus cloud. The cloud cleared as we 
approached the Dalmation coast. The sky was 
then blue and visibility generally good, apart 
from slight haze over the mainland of I taly. We 
crossed the Adriatic Sea and flew into Italy, over 
Foggia, at 1420 hours. The country below 
appeared barren, sandy and mountainous. Soon 
we crossed out from the mainland, just south of 
Salerno. On the beaches below we could see 
many landing craft-small black objects creeping 
in from the sea. Considerable flak was seen near 
some aircraft flying over Naples, and we heard 
the voices of the American Air Force on the R/T. 
It was cheering to hear such friendly sounds. 

Italy was soon 1ost in the haze and after some 
minutes flying we called up Palermo Control and 
checked our course for Sicily. All was well and 
at 1620 hoillS we arrived at Palermo town, to 
find that diurnal cumulus cloud with base 
1,000 feet was covering the a.irfield. As the haze 
was thick and the surrounding hills over 3,000 feet 
we plugged on to a clear area and finally landed 
al Bo Rizw, some few miles south of the port of 
Trapani. 

We met with extreme kindness and generosity 
from the small community of R.A.F. stationed at 
this airfield. 

Next day, after much labour on the part of the 
ground crews, we were able to set off for a further 
trip, despite a broken exhaust stub which could 
not be replaced locally. Further trouble developed 
with the aircraft as we were approaching the 
Italian mainland, so we had to return to Bo 
Rizzo. It seemed sorry repayment for the good 
work that the ground crew had just done. The 
spares required to make another sortie possible 
we!\: not available and as we had cleaned up the 
loeal supply of oxygen and glycol we set off to 
Malta, whe1-e we understood there were aircraft 
of the same type. Flying at 1,000 feet we tracked 
do,m the Sicilian coast to its southernmost point 
and then hopped over the narrow stretch to 
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l\falta. Lying in Malta harbour were two battle
i.hips of the Italian Navy. 

Next mornuig, September 19, saw 1~s climbing 
north-i:ast, past Catania and Mount Etna, over the 
Bay or Taranto and Brindisi and out across the 
Adriatic Sea to the Dalmatian coast. We crossed 
into Jugo-Slavia and came to Belgrade at 
1212 hours. After taking photographs we turned 
inland and south to small targets nestling among 
the Jugo-Slav mountains. It was beautiful 
country over which to fly ; i.wall villages at the 
foot of green foliage-covered mountains. Ideal 
country for guerilla warfare. Crossing out we 
photographed largetsiu Albania, and at 1445 hours, 
back at Malta. Here we stayed the night. 

Next morning the weather was still fine and the 
hot suu shining when we left the Island and 
climbed towards Tunis. We crossed the island of 
Pantcllaria and flew on over the North African 
coast in fine w~ather t111til we came to Oran, 
where heavy multi-layer cloud forced u:. to come 
down from 28,000 feet to 9,000 feet. Then we flew 
along the African coast to Gibraltar. Strato
cnmulus cloud at 1,000 feet, combined with haze, 
made the visibility rather poor over the Rock. 

At 1135 hours next morning we climbed from 
Gibraltar tl1rough the Straits. Soon we were 
picking our way through Lowering cumulo-nimbus 
cloud, both thundery and violcmt. Our first 
pinpoint was near Oporto on the Portuguese 
coast. Adjusting course, we made for Cape 
Finisterre. The north of Spaiu was ob3cured in 
cloud, :;o we altered course for base on D.R. 
position. Conditions were bad for flying. Ten
tenths cirro-.~tratus was met most of the wa.y with 
tops to 35,000 feet in patche,:;, On .E.T.A. we came 
down through multi-layer cloud and received a 
horning from a station near Newquay. The 
air speed indicator had been faulty for most of 
the trip, reading various speeds, as the whim 
so moved it, but fortunately it began to behave 
as we came down to about 5,000 feef. Finally we 
broke cloud at 1,000 feet just off the South Devon 
coast. It was raining hard, so we guessed it must 
be England. We had passed five enjoyable days 
made easier by the good spirit and helpfulness 
with which we were met at all places on our way. 

640 SQUADRON (MOSQUITO) 

We were airborne at 0900 hours on September 23 
and set course, passing over London at 15,000 feet 
Still climbing, we crossed out at 25,000 feet. The 
weather was perfect over the Chaimel as we 
levelled of{ and hurried across to Dunkirk, lhet1 
setting cours(• for Bmo. Just e:\St of Bnissels 
we met 10/ I0ths strato-cumulus, and we lost 
sight of the ground until, at 1123 hours, we 
pin-pointed at Plattling, well south of track. We 
altered course again ;;md found that we had an 
alternative target marked, directly on the new 
track, which we duly covered on the wa.y. 

The cloud had now diminished to 3/l0ths and 
it cleared altogethc::r at Brno. The target was 
photographed and we set off for Vienna, taking 
further pictures on the way. The Dauubt: and 
Vienna iooked marvellous in the btight sunshine 
as we made our runs, but again, to the Flight 
Commander's disgust, the ., Fischmarkt" eluded 
our cameras. 

i,:2 
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On to Vienna, Ncustadt and Graz, thence to 
I<lagenfurt and other targets Klagcnfurt bad to 
be .photographed through 5/ l0tbs strato-cu., 
which increased to 10/lOths fw-ther south. We 
decided to call it a day and go on to Sicily to 
refuel-then on to Malta. We discovered on 
checking the petrol that we had stooged around 
the target areas longer than originally intended in 
the Flight Plan, and that Sicily was "out." 
Before setting out we had been told that there 
were possibilities of landing at Brindisi, so we 
decided to try our luck. Once more the stl'ato
cumulus diminished until over Jugo-Slavia when 
it disappeared altogether. Obliques were taken 
of Split. 

The weather continued fme, and at 1440 hours, 
Brindisi Joomed up. 'We lost height rapidly off 
the coast, hopefully calling on the V.H.F., but 
with no result. We did not -feel too certain of 
how we would be received so we .selected a lo11ely 
looking stretch of coast ten miles south of the 
town. We crossed i.n, timidly, at 1,000 feet, 
waggling our wings and flri11g off Verey cartridges, 
hoping that the A.A. gwmers were otherwise 
engaged. 

We flew to lhe aerodrome north-west of the 
town to find that it hatl been well and truly 
pranged. Back to the acrodrorne on the edge of 
the town, where we found about thirty aircraft 
on the ground, all with Italian markings. Several 
big Cant. transports, a Savoia Marchetti or two, a 
couple or Fieseler Storches, and, could they be 
Me.109's ? We did three circuits at 500 feet, 
passing each time over the seaplane base 
where about fifteen Italian ~planes rode at 
their moorings. There was no sign of any British 
aircraft ; only one American and that a damaged 
Liberator. 

There was nothing !or it but to go down and 
see. The runway was somewhat rough but we 
made a good landing and taxied over to the 
Liberator. Fifty or sh.-ty unshaven Italian troops 
gathered about onr aircraft and we noted that 
they bristled with revolvers and light automatic 
rifies l We had our escape knives. 

We disembarked and looked the Hali;ms over, 
hoping to see at least one Bdtisher in charge. 
But there was none. 

The Pilot said " Petrol" ancl pointed to the 
aircraft. One tattered warrior answered 
" Americanos ? " 

We said," No, Inglecscs," and prepared to run. 
But there were smiles all round. 

We took another stab at the language, which is 
obviously too easy. "Nous sommes thirsty 
-agua-,:!fac-ias mucho." 

Stony silence greet~d this outburst, but we 
were not surprised. 

Finally the Pilot pointed to the Liberator, and 
said, " Americanos ? " 

One or two of ow- JJew Allies pointed vaguely 
to some buildings in the distance and the Pilot 
decided to walk over and learn the worst. He 
left me to carry out a very intelligent conversation. 

Me. "Have you any water?" 

They. "Si. Si." 
Me. " Very thirsty. Have you anything to 

drink?" 

They. ' 1 Si. Si." 

For variety I tried, "How far away are the 
Germans?" 

C/U/fllS. .. Si. Si." 
A few of the bolder types began to examine 

tbe aircraft. One of them then shook me by 
a1nnouncing, " Mosquito." 

Summoning all the Italian I now commanded, 
I replied. " Si. Si." 

" B;:im-ber ? " he asked. I nodded, but a 
fow moments 1ater he was back with a hurt look 
in his eyes. He muttered, " Fotograli "-in a 
melancholy voice. 

The Pilot returned with two R.A.F. ground 
c:rew. One of them conferred wi1h the Italians, 
and off they went. bringing back a Bowser 
c,ontaining ff! octane fuel. Meanwhile, we learned 
tlhat there were 150 gallons of 100 octane ftlel 
left behind by the Germans in five gallon drums. 
We organi:r.cd this petrol to get us to Malta. 
The Italians were cager to help and they trans• 
forred the petrol from the drums to the main 
t,anks. We were told that we had time to reach 
Malta u1 daylight. At 1620 hours we took off, 
biut at 1650 hours it was already twilight. As 
our V.H.F. was then unserviceable, we decided 
to return to Brindisi for the night. At 1720 
b.ours it was dark and we were just able to make 
011Jt the harbour. We flashed the navigation 
liights and were relieved to see the boundary 
Uights go on, but JlO flare path. A quick circuit, 
lianding ligbts " on " and down we went. We 
motored ill, hoping for the best, but on touching 
dlown, we hit a rough patch and bounced badly 
vvitb the tail well up. Eventually we stopped, 
parked the aircraft near the damaged Liberator 
and stowed things for the night. By the light o{ 
a. torch the Pilot fou.nd that the two blades of 
each airscrew had curled aft.er their encounter 
with the runway in landing. Somewha.t depressed, 
we made for ·the aerodrome Buildings in search 
c,f food, drink and a well ean1ed bed. We found 
the Italian Officers Mess and after being wannly 
11velcomed we made our needs known by waving 
c,ur hands and speaking a confusion of Pidgin 
Italian and bad French. After a great deal of 
shouting and running about, we were confronted 
with macaroni soup, some cheese, rolls. a str331ge 
e;ollation on a plate, a. quart bottle of champagne 
;;md several Aagons of Chianti. 

At 2300 hours we retired to a very comfortable 
bed, but the terrific heat was not conducive to 
~;leep and we were awakened at 0500 hours by 
the clatter of machine-gtm fire. We nipped out 
to find that a Liberator had forced landed on the 
aerodrome and caught fire. It was returning to 
North Africa after a leaflet raid on Belgrade. 
' fhe noise we heard was from the exploding 
ammunition. 

The time was then 0700 hours so we went 
across to our aircraft to inspect the props. The 
Pilot tnen asked t.he one R.A.F. man who could 
speak a little Italian, to Tecruit a couple of 
]labourers from among the Italian ground crews. 
He requisitioned two and, armed with the Italian 
,equivalent of one 9 lb. hammer and two 41-21 lb. 
hammers, they went to work. I shudder to think 
what our ground crew back at base would say 
if they had been able to view the proceedings and 
the subsequent D.I. We also required a further 
supply of" Benzine." This time it was fr7 ocfane 
or nothing, so we settled for that: 



The Pilot stayed to supervise this procedure 
while I made a rapid sortie down to the to"vn. 
There were many soldiers, sailors and airmen 
walking about, all very friendly, and smarl in 
throwing up salutes. The civilian population 
were polite and they seemed to be very happy 
that the war was over as far as they are concerned. 
Their clothing was inferior, and they looked 
rather a poor collectfon. There was quite a 
crowd gathered in front of the best hotel in the 
main street. t learned that the King and Queen 
a11d Marshal Badoglio were in residence and the 
crowd was waiting to get a glimpse of the Royal 
Party. I returned to the aerodrome just as the 
Pilot had _finished running up the engines 
He voted the aircraft serviceable, with no 
vibration whatsoever. 

We then returned to the Mess to say " Aclios " 
to our hosts, and the Camp C-Ommandant gave 
us a badge each as a souvenir, which we now 
wear on our battledress as our particular line
shoot. For the first time we met a young Italian 
lighter pilot who spoke quite fair English. We 
heard bis views on the war situation generally 
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and he told us that he had fought right up to 
lil Alemain and back to Tripoli, continuing the 
fight unti.l the fall of Sicily. He was a member of 
a Squadron equipped with Macchi 205's, and he 
considered them as good n.s the Spitfire IV, 
but stated that the engines do not stand up to the 
job very long under combat conditions. What we 
had at .first mistaken for Me. 109's were in fact 
these same Macchi 205's. He explained that his 
Squadron has now refom1ed to fight against the 
Germans. They were to have their flrSt engage
ment that day with a sweep against the Hun 
who had taken over Corfu in the night. His 
family suffered in the Rome raids, and this 
probably accounts for his seeming indifferCJ1ce 
as to which side he fights for. · 

We landed at Malta at 1525 hours feeling very 
disappointed that we had not had better luck 
with the weather over the target area. Met. 
seemed surprised with our report, but could offer 
no better conditions for some days to come. 

We decided that there was no future in waiting 
about at Malta so we decided to return home via 
Gibraltar, which we did. 

Air/Sea Rescue 
FIRST AUTO-GYRO CREW SAVED 

In spite of bad weather during the latter part 
of the month, Air/Sea Rescue was responsible for 
saving 138 aircrew during October. 

On many days it was impossible to carry out 
air searches in areas where dinghies might have 
been, but as soon as the weather cleared searches 
were laid on. Many were flo\vn after retuming 
bombers had reported flashing lights, but none of 
these sorties was successful. It is and always will 
be very difficuJt for the Air/Sea Rescue Service to 
decide whether a search shall be laid on affer 
lights have been reported. If these lights cannot 
be traced to lighted buoys or surface craft known 
to be in the vicinity, an attempt will always be 
made. This will continue to be done in spite of 
meagre dividends from hundreds o! sorties flown 
after reports of flashing lights. 

At 0105 hours on the morning of October 23 an 
S.O.S. was received from Lancaster Di207. Th.is 
aircraft was fixed in position 53° 34' N., 08° 20( E., 
well over Germany. The aircraft continued to 
transmit and ground stations were able to obtain 
a series of good MF/DF and Gee fixes. From 
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then until the aircraft sent, " Ditching/' at 
0303 hours, Air/Sea Rescue, through its liaison 
with the Navy, was able to keep surface craft 
informed of the position of the distressed aircraft. 
It was realised that the aircraft would probably 
ditch before reaching the English coast, so two 
destroyers, which were on its approximate track, 
were diverted to meet it. As a result, very soon 
after the aircraft ditched all but one of the crew 
were safe aboard a destroyer. The missing man 
went down with the aircraft. 

The correct ditching procedure is continually 
being stressed by Air/Sea Rescue, and correct 
ditching procedure includes correct W/T drill. In 
this case both Captain and Wireless Operator 
knew what to do and when to do it. The task of 
rescuing them was thereby made comparatively 
easy. From the first S.O.S. to the eventual 
ditching the position of the aircraft was known 
and a perfect rescue resulted. 

On October 24 the pilot of an Auto•Gyro was 
rescued off Worthing by a Walrus. This is the 
first Auto-Gyro crew that Air/Sea Rescue has 
saved. 
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IV.-SPECIALIST AND GENERAL AR'TICLES 

Landing in the F aeroes 
The type ot Briton who " hates abroad " and 

who looks upon the cliils of Dover as th<.' fringe of 
civilization, often knows very little about the 
islands off his coast. Coastal Command bas 
helped to br~k dowii this insulati~y thro~gh its 
activities, and bas t.iiught the average Briton a 
little more of what lie~, between him and Labrador 
to the west, Iceland in the north and Gibraltar 
in the south, . 

But it is still easy to find people ,vho think 
of, say, the Faeroe l slands, as som~thing beginning 
with Ph and belonging to the King of Egypt. 
An airman serving in the Faeroes recently 
received a hitter fro1:n a ftiend asking him to 
bring some oranges when he went home on 
leave. And it is whispered that ooe P.D.C. wished 
to prm·idc tropical kit to airmen posted here. For 
the sake of those cxil,es in U1e Command who do 
not know tJ1e sight of Vaagar audits inland fresh 
water lake, we must :first explain where the Faeroos 
a1·e, before we describe what tl)ey are and the 
part they play in the work of Coastal. 

Roughly speaking, the Fa.eroes a,e equidistant 
between Scotland, Nonvay arid Iceland. and 
they lie wholly between latitudes 619 20', and 
62c 24' N. and longitudes 6° 15', and 7~ 41 ' W. 
Tht\rC are twenty-one islands in the group 
and sl'venteen of these are inhabited, with a 
population of 26,000.. Their chief OCC\lpation is 
fahing. All the islands are mountainous and the 
total area of the group is 1,399 sq. kilometres. 
Tue capital, Torshavn, \\~th over 3,000 inhabitants 
and ont: cinewa, lies in a big bay facing east, 
towards the south-e~lSt tip of tlie largest island 
Streymoy, Strom/5. There live the British Naval 
Officc·r-in-charge, who, is the Fortress Commander, 
and the O.C .. Troops,, who commands the Army. 
There is also a small R.A.F. Transit Camp. 
concerned mainly with administering the five 
R/D/F stations on the outlying islands. 

The airbase is on V~ar Island, the most 
westerly of the three large falauqs. The western
most island of all, adjacent to Vaagar. is Mykines, 
Mygge11aes. an inaccessible o~tpost on which 
the inhabitants, R.,A.F. and ;Native, are fre
quently marooned by high seaS for long periods. 
A clergyman who went there for a day had to 
stay 14 weeks. :Map-reading is complicated 
because evt:ry place in the Facroes is spelled in 
at least two ways ; the one Faeroese, the other 
Danish, given in ifm!ics, above and below. The 
official spelling o( Va.agar adopted by the R.A.F. 
does not appear on any map. The place is 
called Vagar in Fa.(!rosc, Vaag~ in Danish (or 
Vaago), and Vogar in Icelandic, each of which 
is a plural form meaming " creeks " or " inlets " : 
something bigger than a bay bul not grand 
enough to be described as a fjord. There are 
three of these ctecks, each blessed with a tiny 
village and with nothing eL,;e whatsoever. Such 
are the Jiving conh:nts of the island to which 
the R.A.F. have come; in aqdit ion t;> lots o{ 
trout and soml' shee10. The name Faeroe Islands 
means Sheep Islands, from tbe Icelandic fe, 

gerutive fjtir, as iu the c~c of Faidsle, half way 
between Orkney and Shotland. But the sheep 
population originally imported into the Fa roes 
by Norsemen, lo feed on the grass-covered cliffs, 
has steadilv diminished and what are left have 
come to look like goats. 

Vaagar was chosen as the R.A.F. base because 
it is the only island with an inland freshwater 
lake big enough to accommodate flying-boats. The 
turbulent North Atlantic and the high mountains 
do not encourage aircraft landings ,on the numerous 
sea-fjords. The difficulties or flytng revolve about 
tht: twin problems of mountains and weather. 
All the islands are mountainous, the highest 
being Slaetta.ratindur on Eystur,oy, Ostero, with 
an devation of 882 111etrcs, or. in plain English 
feet, a little OYer 2,900. Vaagar is only 10 miles 
from north to sonth and 15 miles from east to 
west, but it embraces half a dozen summits 
between 2,000 ft. and 2,500 ft., as well as numerous 
satellites. The coastline is exceediingly precipitous 
with sheer drops up to 2,0001 ft. Numerous 
sea-fowl arc forever taking off a.nd landing here, 
with contemptuous ease. Unlike Iceland, none 
of the mountains in the Faeroes are volcanoes. 
No addHjonal islands are, therefore, likely to 
appear suddenly as did Nyey,, not far from 
Reykjanes in Iceland, in 1783, 01nly to submerge 
again the following year, during a violent 
earthquake. 

Little knowledge of meteorology is needed to 
realize that a collection of sm:ill mountainous 
islands in the middle of the North Atlantic will 
be the victims of :tn Wlstable cl1i.mate. The SWl 

is a rare visitor tu the Facroc:s and rain is plentiful. 
The aver;ige at Vaagar is 85 inchtes a year. By 
comparison, the climate of keland is quite 
agreeable. Iceland is large enou~;h to enjoy some 
of the characteristics of a continental climate. 
For example, a north wind which comes overland 
usually gives sunshine to Reykj:avik, but in the 
Faeroes every wind must approach over the seo.. 
The islands are a surprising and Lofty interruption 
in the broad waters of the Atlantic Ocean. The 
result is that they are usually shrouded in cloud 
with rain, more often than not,, and sometimes 
snow, travelling horizontally at anything up to 
100 knots. As the Fa.eroes li~ right in the fairway 
on the main track of transatlantic depressions, 
the winds can blow from all quarters of the 
compass within 24 hours. The mountains help the.m 
to blow in short bursts from several directions at 
once. T here is no prevailing wind; it comes 
from all quarters, impartially aud sometimes 
simultaneously. 

In spite of this, it must not be thought that 
conditions in the Fa~roes are ho,pcless for flying. 
The strategic position of the islands is very 
useful for aircraft operating in "U-Boat Alley," 
betwP.en the Faeroes and Iceland. At all seasons 
Vaaga.r is a convenirnt refuge for anyone in trouble 
and pilots who operate in adja<::cnt areas would 
do well to learn a little about Vaagar's approaches. 
Facilities 110w exist -at Vaagar whereby land and 
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sea aircraft can be based and operate saft'ly, 
espl'cially in summer, provided always that 
suitable diversion~ are available in Scotland or 
Iceland to meet a change of weather. There 
is a large walerfall, easily visibk' from the air, 
which forms an unmistakable landmark even 
in conditions of low visibility. This is where 
the landing lake overflows into the sea at the 
southern e:x1:remity of the island. 

The summer of 1942 provided the worst 
weather in the l•al'roos in living memory. Nor
mally, the number of days on which the Station 
is closed down i!> by no means excessive for 
northern regions. The difficulty lies in the 
vagaries rather than in the frequencies of Atlant~c 
mists. For two months of the sumn,i>r there 1s 
no darkn~s at all. The corresponding price has 
to be paid in midwinter, although the Aurora 
often alleviates tht> pitch blackness of the nights. 

Vaagar flying-boat base is al the north end of 
a lake, Sorvaags Vatn, in tht! Island of Vaagar 
Vaag. This Jakt! is 100 ft. above sea level. It 
lies in a general north-south direction and is 
3½ miles long. For all practical purposes it is 
uniform in width-about 650 yards, and it never 
freeies over. At the southern end, Sorvaags 
Vatn overflows, by way of the waterfall, into 
the open sea. On either side of the lake is high 
ground with highrr hills behind. The hig~ 
ground varie..~ betweeu 500 and 800 ft. and the 
hills behind are 1,000 It. on the west s ide and 
1,800 rt. on the east. The high ground is broken 
in three places by valleys. On the east side, 
about halI way up, is the Midvaag Valley, h:ading 
to the sea. To the north is l\ narrower, winding 
vaUey which leads to another and smaller lake 
called Fjallavatn, and then to the open ~a. 
To the west of the northern end of the big lake is 
the wide Sorv.u1g valley, leading to Sorv~ 
Fjord and then also to the sea. 

The centre portion of the lake is used as the 
alighting and take-off area. This is because the 
approaches force the choice on the pilot and 
becau!>e the lake ha.~ a bend in it just opposite 
Midvaag valley. The alighting area is not quite 
two miles in lrngth from shore to shore and it 
lies north-west to south-east. In particularly 
good W<'ather other stretches of water may be 
used. Tht>re is plenty of depth to the Vatn to 
within fifty yards of the shore. All danger points 
are buoyed. There are five mooring buoys at 
the northern end or the lake. 

There are four approaches to the alighting 
area :-(i) From the south over the waterfall, 
(ii) from the west over Sorvaag Fjord, (iii) from 
the north over Fjallavatn, (iv) from the east over 
Midvaag. 

On either side of theS<' approaches thm.: is 
high lnnd which is often capped with cloud. 
It i-, wise to make a careful study of a large :.calc 
map 1)f Vaagar before a landfall is made. A 
fourth route from the north over Fjallavatn is 
not rt'commendPd because of the height of the 
adjacent mountains. 

On thl' eastern side of the waterfall then' an· 
two Responder Beacon Masts with their tops 
about 70 ft. above the level of the lake. There 
are also nine W /T masts, each 90 ft. high, in the 
centre of the Midvaag VaUt:y. At the southern 

end of the lake arc some rocks which are buoyed. 
Tlwre are all the normal facilities to be <'Xpccted 
at a flying boat ba~, but very httle maintenance 
can be done as the Station i~ established on a 
care and mainkmmce basis. Night flying is not 
recommended for Oying boats. There arc cmer
gt'nry mooring-; on the sea in Sorvaag's Fjord. 
Vaagar, where one Munro rubber buoy is sited off 
the :;outh bank, jui.i west o{ the dock, and in 
Sk:\a.le Fjord, Eyst1troy, there is one 53-in. rubber 
buoy sited al lhr north-west <'nd of till' Fjord, 
bearing 334 (T) Siov Church 4~ miles. There are 
suitable emergency alighting ar,'as in Kollefjord 
and Trangisvaag, Sudervy, but there are no 
buoys. 

The land aerodrome, consi;;ting of ont' broad 
runway 1,200 yards long, is in the Sorvaag valley. 
lt is 200 yards wide at the Son·aag end, continuing 
that width for 400 yards, thereafter tapering to 
a width of 100 yards at the south-east end. 
The landing aerodrome is 150 ft. above the lake 
level. There arc a. hangar and Other technical 
buildings to the north. The runway lies directly 
along a line joining Sorvaag F1ord and MidYaag, 
on a bearing of 121° 50' (T). It rises gradually 
from either rnd towards the centre., and as it is 
built over the top of a col, the ground drops 
away conveniently beneath it at eithcr end. 
There is a wind-sock, and if an aircraft should 
swing, the llllui.ual width of the nmway minimizes 
the chance of running into the hillside. One end 
fmish<'s above Sorvaag Fjorcl to the sea and the 
other above Sorvang Vatn, over the alighting 
.area for flying boats. 111e runway can be illu
minated at night. 

The configuration of the mountains force the 
wind, on most days. to blow within a small arc 
of the direction of the runway. The same applies 
to the alighting area along the lake. But it 
should be noted that an ea.~t wind can blow in 
opposite directions, up and down the lake, 
from the Midvaag Gap. \Vinds can be strong 
and gusty. Ni~~rt buts can become airborne. 

Roads on th1' islands are rart'. bad and precipi
tous, except for the one excellent highway built 
in Vaaga.r by the Pioneers. Road traffic keeps to 
the right in all islands except Vaagar where it 
keeps to the ldt. 

This is the sec;ond British occupation of the 
Islands. The first invasion, in 1808, was to 
prevent the Fnerocs being converted into a base 
£or piracy, for which tht!y arc admirably suited 
and for which lht:y were originally used. When 
the British departed aft1:r this first invasion, the 
islands were totally unprotected. A German 
named Baron Hompcsch landed at Torsbavn 
and plundered the natives of everything ,·aluable. 
Trut· to tradition, the Germans bombed the islands 
in this war only when they were defenceless, 
before British A.A. uruts arrived. Since then, 
only reconnaissance enemy aircraft have arrived 
from Norway, although enemy planL'S are fre
quently near. This is one of the major problems 
for the services ; to establish the identity of 
aircraft in the vicinity. 

Although Va.agar is a Station in 18 Group, it 
has no telephonic communication with thl' United 
Kingdom, and no means of contact with Grouo 
except by \V/T signals. There is an irtlrcquent 
and slow· mail service, and a civili:u1 telegraphic 
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The runway nt Vaagar. (See Jcttcr,,ress, pag(' 28.) 

.\noth~r view of the runway al \"aagar. 



PLATE 8 

Seaplane hasc nt Sorvags \ at.n, \ 'aa~ar. 



cable line from Torshavn. It would be tactless 
to suggest that there are any advantages in 
this splendid jsolation from Headquarters, but 
one of the decided disadvantages is that it is not 
possible to pass detailed up-to-date information 
of aircraft movements to Vaagar. It is therefore 
often a matter for speculation, especially for the 
A.A., as to which side a plotted aircraft belongs. 

The inhabitants are very friendly and most 
of them understand a little English. Their 
interest in our language began in the eighteenth 
century when they wished to improve their 
smuggling trade with Scotland. They speak their 
own tongue of Faeroese, almost identical 
with Icelandic, when written, but diffe.:-ent in 
pronunciation. Danish is the official language. 
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Politically, the islands fom1 a county of Denmark, 
under a Danish Government and with a special 
council which may suggest legislation to the 
Danish Parliament. Comagc and stamps are 
Danish. But the union with Denmark is uneasy 
for a variety of reasons, both material and 
sentimental. The ancestors of U1e Faeroese 
were of the same blood as the Norsemen who 
colonized both Iceland and the Faeroes in the 
ninth century. The Norse strain is still pre
dominant. The naiives were governed as Nor
wegian territory until 1709. Some say that the 
islanders were forgotten when Norway was 
separated irom Denmark in 1814 and that they 
therefore remained with Denmark. B\lt Norway 
also forgot them for a number of centuries, with 
the resuJt that they escaped paying their taxes. 
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ThC' peculiarities of lifP here that attract our 
attention arc the way the islanders house their 
few cattle on the ground floor of their own 
houses, their habit of sitting on a precipice with 
a large species of hott<:rlly-net to. catch sea-birds 
as they fly past, and their bloody ;ind uproarious 
whale hunts wht>ll 11p to 300 are killed with 
harpoons, from a flotilla of small boats. 

In one whale hunt in September of 1942, about 
400 out of 600 whales were killed, The excitement 
is intense as aU the killing is done by means of 
knives wielded by fishermen who j1,mp on the 
whales and execute the c,mpdegrace, The whales 
measure between JS and 25 feet long and are 
divided amongst the inhabitants. 

Life in the Faeroes is not as pleasant as in 
Iceland. Nature denies even the ration of sun
shine allotted to Iceland, where the volcanically 
heated swimming baths provide a diversion 
against which the threats of a long overdue 
volcanic eruption count as nothing. Diminutive 
Torshavn cannot offer the social life and pleasu.res 
of Reykjav:ik, and to reach it from Vaagar 
involves three hours' penance in minute boats, 
usually in the midst of enormous wave~. There 

are only three tiny vilfages Sorvagur, Sorvaag, 
Midvagur, Midvaag and Sandavagur, Sa1uuvaag, 
on Va.iga.r, and a few sma!J outlying habitations. 
The hi_gbw-ay to one of these is a steel hawser 
descending a cliff vertically for 300 £1 .. 

The scenery is impressive, and the islands a.re 
full of interest. lt is the gloom and lack of 
sunshine which is most fdt by the majority of 
what the British Press recently called the '' For
gotten Gan-ison." An early nioc>li::enth century 
traveller from Britain described the Faeroes as 
• · of wild and rugged aspect, lonely and treeless, 
which might seem to ha,·c destined them only for 
lhe rt.1rcat of savages or pirates, albeit now the 
home of a mild and virtuoui; race." He goes on 
to df.)scribe the actual site of the airbase as "a 
melancholy and desolate lock, enclosed in a grim, 
forbidding valley, surrounded by repulsive black 
mountains of unexampled barrenness and sterility, 
seemingly enveloped in perpetual gloom and 
rain." Airmen have said the same more concisely. 
Nissen huts have not improved the scenery. 
Others have called the islands the Pearls of the 
NortJ1 Atlantic. So there are two views for us to 
choo~e between, according to ,,ur fancy. 

Meteorological Flights 

·· Weather Trawls," that is, the movements of 
weather systems, arr the key to forecasting, and 
this is well known to all who come into contact 
with synoptic meteorology. The lin,-t duty of the 
forecaster is therefore to draw a chart showing the 
positions of high and low pressure regions and the 
" fronts" or bouodarie$ between the diflerent air 
masses. He thPn decides the din~ction and speed 
of these systems, and so can form a picture oI 
probable weather conditions at some future time. 

This method has been used by the forecaster 
since the introduction of synoptic meteorology 
some 80 years ago. Although modified and im
proved, particularly by the irttl'oduclion in the 
last 25 years of the frontal ideas and the three 
wmensional outlook, the building up of a picture 
of surface. weather conditions at frequent intervals 
is still the basic principle of forecasting. The 
picture now covers vast are.is and the more 
detailed and complete it can be made> the more 
accurate is the forecasting. This pictur~ is built 
up from reports sent in by various stations on 
land, and, in -peacetime, from wireless rep:>rts from 
shipping in the ocean areaS. ln wartime the re
striction of W/T transmissions has almost entirely 
cut out reports from ships, and it is largely 
because of this lack of ships' reports thal 1ei;ular 
meteorological reconnaissance flights over the sea 
b.ad to be established. 

At the outbreak of war, although aircraft had 
not been regularly used for meteorological recon
naissance o! this type, the Royal Air Force had to 
its credit a long history of meteorological flying. 
The first regular "llleteorologicaJ flight was 
established at Eastchurch in 1924 and made 
vertical ascents to obtain upper air temperatures. 
This flight moved to Duxford in 1925 and to 
liildenhall in l936. Tn 1937 a set~ond flight was 
established at Aldergrove. These two flights, 
No. 1401 at ~lildenhall and No, 1402 at Alder-

grove were the only " Met." flights operating at 
the beginning of the war. Meteorological observ,i
tions of the upper air we11: obtained with the 
utmost regularity and flights were made in all 
weathers over a period of many years. This work 
set an exceedingly high standard for meteorological 
flying. In 1939 each flight was making ascents 
twice a day in Gladiators lo about 24,000 ft. and 
taking observations of air temperature, bumid.ity, 
cloud, etc. This type of !light bas remained 
practically unchanged during the war, and the 
Gladiator has proved S-O suitable that it is still 
operating, though Spitfires arc also used to get 
inf9rmation at higher levels. 

Meteorological reconnaissance sorties over the 
sea were started in 1940 a.nd came under the 
control of Coastal Command in November, 1941. 
The firm aircraft used were Blcnheims, but in 
order to increase the range of the sorties H udsons 
were later brought into the flights. Recently the 
Flights have been increased to Squadrons and are 
re-equipping with Halifaxe.s and Venturas. 

The plan for meteorological reconnaissance 
allows broadly for flights west and south-west 
over the Atlantic from the western seaboard, 
northwards from the .north of Scotland, south 
from Iceliu1d, west from Gibraltar, and over the 
North S!'a from the east coast. Thus the flights 
are distributed to cover the sea all round Great 
Britain. Such a s1;ries of simultaneous flights, 
synchronised with the regular land observations, 
enables a very complete and useful weather chart 
to be drawn. But this docs not lessen the import
ance of all crews recording accurate observations 
011 the back of the Route Forecast Fonn (Form 
2330) so as to help th6 Meteorological Branch witl1 
reliable observations in areas not covered by the 
regular meteorological flights. 

The purpose of the observations is to obtain 
accurate knowledge of pressure, temperature, 
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humidi ty, weather, clouds and wind velocity from 
regions which are not otherwise accessible. A 
flight normally q:msists o{ a reconnaissance at a 
given pressure level, with variatiou above and 
below, to determine the level of the top and base 
of low cloud. The aircraft also descend to sea 
level on specified occasions to measure sea level 
pressure, whic]l is one of the fundamentals of the: 
weather chart, and obsenrations arc take11 at 
fixed points along the track. At the outward 
turning point. the aircraft climbs from as near the 
surface as possible to about 19,000 ft. and observa
tions are taken at minimum height and then at 
:fixed pressure intervils during the ascent. These 
observations help the forecaster to .complete his 
three dimensional picture of the atmosphere. The 
accuracy of the observations (and accuracy is 
essential) depends to a large extent on the team 
work of the Pilots and Observers. Though the 
observations, both instrwnental and visnal. arti 
made by the observer, they cannot be correct 
unless during the observation the pilot flies 
straight and level at exactly the required height, 
and follows other special instructions. Othei' 
members of the crew help by telling the Observer 
of the first signs of ice formation, and of condens
ation trails, etc. The secret of accurate meteoro
logical observation lies in the whole crew having 
a keen and intelligent grasp of the job they are 
doing. The recent formation of the Mett>oro)Qgical 
Air Observer Branch allows trained meteurologists 
to be carried in the aircrafL 

As the weather picture is changing all the time 
all the observations taken on the outward flight 
and ascent must be transmitted to base as soon 
as possible. The figures are quickly distributed 
over the meteorological teleprinter circuit to all 
ior~casting officers. The supreme importance of 
the&e observations, which alone l\ilow an accurate 
weather chart to be drawn and vital forecasts 
made, needs no emphasis. U<'k of accurate fore
casts may mean that a bomber operation over 
Europe is cancelled or that Coastal Command may 
lose an opportunity to attack U-Boats. It cannot 

be too strongly emphasised that meteorological 
reconnaissance observations made by aircraft, 
although organised by Coastal Command, are not 
primarily for the use of Coastal Command or 
indeed any one Command . The observations help 
to form a complete picture for all meteorological 
officers at home and on many stations abroad. 

Month in, month out, the Met. Flights continue 
their invaluablP operations ; the work is unspect
acular and it is only by realising its importance that 
the crews can retain a high standard of efficiency. 
The sorties must be made no matter what the 
state of the weather, and it sometimes happens 
tha.t Met. aircraft a.re flying when other operational 
aircxaft are grounded by bad weather. It is 
essential for the forecaster to know the extent of 
the bad weather so that other operations may 
begin again as soon as po~sible. In certain areas 
the monotony of the flights is sometimes broken 
by enemy aircraft, but after ht>ating off the attack 
the aircraft usually manages to carry on with 
the job. 

Meteorological sorties arc now regarded as fully 
operational, and the ambition of everyone in the 
flights is to achieve an unbroken series of sorties. 
In the past this has not always been possible for 
various reasons, but when it has been necessary 
the same aircra.ft has been used day after day and 
ground crews, after the aircraft has landed, have 
worked through the night in order to finish a minor 
inspect.ion in time for the take-off in the morning. 
The record of the vertical ascents is particularly 
worthy of mention. In one flight from January 
to June, 1943, the number of ascents ordered was 
724 of which 7'12. were carried out. 

In spite of the difficulty of keeping the flights 
equipped with suitable aircraft for the reconnai!$
sance sorties, they have carried out slightly more 
sorties per month for ain.Taft strength than the 
average in the Command. Cancelled or shortened 
sorties a.re far fewer thart is usual in other opera
tional activities. These results speak for them
selves and are a tributo to both flying and ground 
personnel. 

Realism in Training 

A large amount of training must inevitably be 
carried out in artificial conditious- the cricketer 
practices in nets ; the soldier fires on ranges and 
you bomb wooden targets, not U-Boats. Only iu 
this way can accuracy be measured. A certain 
amount of dul.Iness is inevitable, but the training 
is none the lllSs valuable. 

At the same time-, realism is important in 
trainiDg. At one stage of the war, very few men 
bad seen a submarine, let alone practised with 
one. For anti U-Boat work it is ideal to have a 
tame submarine with which lo practi~. H.M. 
submarines are available for this purpose and 
anyone who has not had this opportunity should 
ask whet.her exercist>s may be arranged. ln most 
c~es there is little excuse for people who hav<' 
never seen a submarine under way, or a diving 
swirl. But there are some squadrons, wrlorlunate 
in their location, who have to be content with 
$Ubstitute targets, such as towed periscope targets 
and othen;. The best of these is the Luard-Wajte 
submersible target (sdre Coastµ/ Command l?eview, 

Vol. II, No. 3, J uly). This target, now being 
provided as widely as possible, can carry out 
mosf of the evolutions of a submarine. It can 
dive, leaving a swirl, or be stopped and surface 
so that the accuracy of attack-<; on submerged 
submarines may be judged. These Luard-Waitc 
targets have been manufactured and distributed. 

The Luard~Waitc target is realistic, but. it ca.n 
be used only in comparatively sheltered waters 
and not in the open. sea where U-.Roats operate. 
It is one thing to fly low when the water is 
sheltered and the coast line is in sight. It is 
another to judge your height accurately in the 
open sea. On each i;ortie, therefore, crews should 
carry practice bombs and practise their bombmg 
on sea markers in tlw open sea. The fey;- minutes 
spent on such practices will pay their dividend 
when the time for a real attack comes. 

Although much training must be artificial, the 
more realistic you make it, the more profitable 
will be your day when your real attack is made. 
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Distribution and Migrations of Whales m the 
North Atlantic 

Whales are sameti11us mi'slake,i for U-Boats and eager crews have ojlm attacked them 
with welt.placed depth charges. The shape, habits and migration of whales are therefQre 
of interest u, rdl crews (if anti" U-Boat aircraft. In the Coastal Command Review, No. 4. 
for July-Augu.st, 1942. we published an article, "Whale.s, ,wt Submari:nes, '' describfog a11d 
illiestrating the several spec-ics of whales. The folltJwing article, by the same eminent 
authority, adds fmilier to our knowledge with a descriptlon. of where and"~ what seaso1;s 
whales may be found,. 

It is generally accepted that whales in the North 
Atlantic, aselsewhere, undertake major movements 
from one region to another and that these move
ments are conncctf'd with feeding, brl'eding, 
climatic variations and other \ess obvious factors. 
The migrations affect the majority of the whales 
of any species, but not usually all the animals 
concerned, so that although there may be a general 
movement in one direction, stragglers may behave 
contrarily. 

Jn the main, however, it ma.y be said that the 
larger whale$ go to higher latitudes in the summer 
when foo<l is plentiful and to more temperate 
regions during the winter months for the purpose 
of calving and breeding. 

The range of these migr!l,tiQns varies with 
specie.;. R orquals may cover 50° to 60" of lati
tude ; the Greenland Right Whale which is very 
rare nowadays is never founq very far from the 
Arctic ice-edge · the Sperm is primarily a warm
water anlmal ~d those that do journey t o high 
latitudes are exceptional in their behaviour. 

Sperm Whale 
In the days when Sperm whaling was at (ts 

height, and it may be assumed t~at general dis
tribution has not cha11ged much since then, there 
was a great belt of summer whaling grounds in 
the North Atlantic, limited .in the north by about 
the 40th parallel of latitude, extending from the 
African to the American continent, and southward 
to about the 24th parallel, and then continuing 
in diminishing extent nearly to the equator. Only 
one considerable area was exploited north of the 
40th parallel ; the Commodore Morris Ground in 
47°-51° N., 20"-25° W. In the winter no $perms 
were found in this last area ; the catches between 
24° and 40° N. were greatly reduced, and those 
between 24° and the equator augmented, par
ticularly off the west coast of Africa, and on the 
Twelve-Forty Ground, the position of which is 
given in its name. 

The whaling statistics for Iceland, Faroe, 
Shetland and Western Irolancl have all included 
Sperm whales in their catch, but large numbers 
are never recorded, Forty-two were taken off 
the Scottish coast between 1908-14. August was 
the best month and most of the whales were 
caught in the neighbourhood of St. Kilda and 
Rockall, or " in general along the Ii ne or the ~a.rm 
current which corresponds rou,hly to the position 
of the JOO fathom line." 

The Sperm, which is a most infrequent visitor 
to the North Sea, is the only very large toothed 

whale. The remaining species to be dealt with 
are all whalebone whales. 

North Atlantic Right Whale 
The North Atlantic or Bisca.yan Right Whalt' 

like the GreenJand Right, has been depleted in 
numbers after being pur.;;ued for several hundred 
yearis. It was formerly hunted on the Basque 
coast during the winter and spring mouths, but 
is rarely seen in the Bay at the present tii:ne. 
T here is evidence, however, that the species is 
re-establishing iti.;elf and it has contributed to 
the catch of the Irish and Scottish Whaling 
stations since the beginning of the century. 

At the Azores the wh;_ung season for this 
species was from December to April : on the New 
England coast from November to April. It is 
accepted that the winter months are spent in 
the more temperate parts of the North Atlantic. 

On the British coast in whaling seasons extend
ing from April to October, the North Atlantic 
Right Whale was in greatest abundance in June 
and in lesser ni1mbers in all the remaining months 
from May to August. 

Although there were station:; on Harris, Outer 
Hebrides and the Shetlands, nearly all the whales 
were taken hy the first named in a limited area 
to the west and south of the Hebrides and beyond 
St. KiJda as far as about 10° W. 

To the north of Norway where the whales were 
formerly very common, they were hunted in the 
summer. July was an especially profitable month 
at Iceland. 

Sei Whale 
Although the Sei Whale is second in abundance 

only to the Finner or Common Rorqual in the 
recorded catches of whales taken by northern 
whaling stations, very little is known about its 
migrations. Variations in number, in successive 
years, make a general statement almost impossible. 
It is known that in the South Atlantic there i$ a 
high latitude-summer, and low latitude-winter 
movement and it may be assumed that th<' 
northern stock behaves similarly. 

In the statistics of the European whaling 
stations, the Sei is recorded from Finmark, West 
Norway, [celand, the Faroi! Islands, Shetland, 
Harri.s a11d West Ireland. They pass South 
Innishkea I., West Ireland from the last half of 
May to the middle of June. The Harris figures 
show a high maximum in Juuf:, very small 
numbeni in April, September and October, and 
considerable numbers in ~fay and August. 
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Cb;<rt showingl\ligration t,[ Finuer Whales. 

The area in which the Scottish catch was taken 
extended from about a hundred milus south of 
St. Kilda to about midway between Shetland 
and Norway, and it is quite closely associated 
with the 100 fathom line. 

Off Finmark these wl1ales were bunted mainlv 
between June and August, and they have been 
recorded between Spitzbcrgen and Nova Zemlya 
in the summrr months also. Nothing definite js 
known about tlu~ir movements or regions of con
centration during the winter months. 

Finner Whale or Common Rorqual 

The Finner is llie predominant species in the 
North Atlantic. It has figured prominently in 
the whaling statistics of all the northern stations, 
from Spitzbergen to the south of Spain. Its 
range extends even as far south as the Azores. 

Off the American coast, Finners have been 
observe.d in the Gulf of Maine going north early 
in March and good sized schools have been 
observed in May and June. They appear in 
Newfoundland waters as early as June; most 
of them leave again by October. However, 
some remain throughout the winter. North 
NPwfonnclland and Labrador are visited by wd 
July and the whales are most numerous there in 
August. They are summer visitors to Davis 
Strait. 

Finners have been seen oil the west of Ireland, 
almost all going in a north-easterly direction 
during the earlier half of the season whereas later 
thi~ trend is re, ersed. 

Scottish Whaling returns show that Finners 
have been caught in every month from April to 
Oi:-tobf'r. thl' largest catches betwern May a11d 
August. appreciable numbers in April and Sep
tember, and a marked decline in October. 

From June to September, Finncrs occur off 
Shetland and the11 disappear to the south-west. 
For the British Isles generally, there are records 
of strandings for every month of the year. Simi
larly on the Non,egian coast they may be found 
al all scasoru;, their occurrence coinciding with 
the shoaling of herring, other fishes and shrimps 
that make up their food. They are most common 
Crom May to September. Large numbers congre
gate near Spitzbergen in summer and " thousands 
have been observed, near the close of the whaling 
season (Scptcmber-Octnher), between Iceland and 
Faro!!." 

The south-westerly trend off our coasts in 
September has been mentioned, and in October 
they have been observed h<>ading south in the Bay 
of Biscay. 

Fin11ers enter the Mediterranean and have been 
caught in the neighbourhood of Gibraltar at all 
times of the year. 

It thus appears that although there is a migra
tory trend, all Finners are not affected by it. 
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Chart S!iowiog l1igration of the Blue Wba.le. 

Blile Whale or Sibbald's Rorqual 
The Blue Whale, the largest of all the cetaceans, 

althoogn not so abundant as the Finner, is never
theless common in the North Atlantic. Unlike 
the Finner it does not usually move in large schools. 

Off the American coast Blu~ Whales journey in 
early spring from the Newfoundland banks north
cast towards the Arctic Oet'an and they reappear 
again migrating south in Octobe1-November. 
From ·Match to November they are found off the 
west coast of Greenland, generally south of the 
Arctic circle. 

The movements of the BluelWhalc off the Irish 
coast are similar lo those of the l~inner-north
cast in the early summer months and south-west 
in the autum,n. 

The Scottish whaling records give more detail 
about time and place of captur~. None were taken 
in May, very few in Ootober, but in the months 
between they were killed iI) greater quantity 
and almost equal numbers. The numbers taken 
in successive years varied very irregularly. The 
great majority of the whalas were killed in the 
neighbourhood and chiefly to the west of St. 
Kilda to about 10° W. Only a small number were 
got north of Shetland and no.qe at Rockall where 
the Sperm Whales \\Tere usually caught. 

They are commoner off the Faroes, Iceland 
and Fin.mark than off the British coast. At the 
Faroes lhey have been seen in March and April, 
coming from the south-west. they are mo'st 

abundant near Iceland in June and July, and in 
the Jfinmark region Crom June to August. In 
Jceland, the treod observed in June is from west 
to east. 

During June, July and August they may be 
found in any pa.rt of the Arctic Ocean from Green
land to Nova Zemlya. In August and early 
September they migrate from the eastern Arctic 
towards the west and south between Iceland and 
the Faroes. The movements of the Blue Whale 
have been described quite aptly by one writer 
who comments : " We can scarcely speak of 
their route as a definite 'migration.' It is rather 
a trend or tendency, a sort of general drift and 
not a single migration in a compact body with 
definite dates of arrival and departure.'' The 
quotation indeed is a fitting description of the 
behaviour of most of the big whales. 

It is conjectured that the Blue spends the winter 
in the more temperate parts of the North Atlantic. 

Humpback Whale 
The migrations of the Humpback arc more 

definite and consequently more certainly known 
than those of most of the other whales, which are 
economically useful. In the North Atlantic, on 
the American side, females with calves have been 
seen as early as February in the vicinity of 
Bermuda; and near the West Indies between 
March and May. All have left by June, moving 
north along the east coast of the United States, 
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Cha.rt showi1.g 11igration of the Humpback Whale. 

sometimes in large numbers 200 miles off shore 
and chiefly in April and May. Off New{ound.land, 
north-going Humpbacks are rarely seen between 
January and ApriJ. Then the north run begins. 
In the Davis Strait they are found in late summer 
and rarly autumn when they move south before 
the rlrifting ice. T.:uge numbers have been seen 
70 miles south-east of Cape Farewell, migrating 
~outh in September. 

Icelandic waters are visited during May and 
June. On the southward run Newfoundland is 
passed in late September and October and the 
New England coast in October. 

In the eastern North Atlantic and Arctic, the 
Humpbacks migrate aJong the Finmark coast in 
January, February and March, coming from the 
east. They have also been seen off Bear Island, 
Jan Mayen and Northern Iceland during these 
three months. At this time females are in calf, 
with large foetuses which are born when the 
animals reach the north-west African coast in 
April and May. On the northward run, in the 
past, the whaJes have passed close enough to the 
Hebrides and Shetlands to be recorded in the 
whaling catch of British stations. But the 
numbers killed were small compared with those 
of Murmansk and Norway. 

About two-thirds of the Scottish specimens were 
got to the north of Shetland, the rest near St. 
Kilda. Julv was the main month of capture, and 

between 60 and 70 per cent. of the total were for 
July and August. 

Large herds were oiten seen 60 miles west of 
the Shetlands in June and July. They are in the 
region of Bear Island and Spitzhergen towards 
autumn and later they move to the more open 
po.rts of the Arctic Ocean. 

Other Species 
The migrations of such species as the Blackfish, 

Killer, Bottlenosed Whale and Lesser Rorqual, all 
of lhem medium-~ized cetaceans, are even less 
clearly known than those of their bigger relatives. 
With the exception of the Killer, they are all 
apparently subject to the same north tn:nd in 
summer and south trend in winter, already noted 
in other species. 

The Black.fish enters the bays and fjords of the 
Orkneys, Shetland and the Faroe Islands in 
considerable numbers and most often in the 
summer time. The Lesser Rorqual too is a coast 
frequenting species, found in British waters and 
along the Nonvegian coast as far as Spitzbergen. 
Most of the British strandings of the Bottlcnoscd 
Whale have been in aulwnn and winter without 
obvious concentration on any particular part of 
the coast. 

The I{iller, which has a world-wide distributiou, 
gives no indication of migration from Britifh 
strandings, which have been reported at all times 
of year, and indiscriminately along the coa.~t. 



The Judgement of Patis 

The imagination of the enemy i1i assessin,g his victories is no longer stirprising to us, 
bi,t, 1,nder the shadows of defeat, he is exceUing himself. In the Pariser Zeitung for October 2, 
there is an article complimenting the Germans o,i their U-Boat and air successes against 
Allied shipping d1,ring September. These ct.zims may be compared with the chart and 
other statistics in the September number of the Coastal Command Review. Some idea of 
the magnitude of the German imagination can be gained from the figmes quoted for si11kings. 
Their claim is for 900,00Q t-011S of shipping ":fmt 01a of action by si11king or damaging." 
The actual figure for si,ikings is 89,000 Ions, wi,th anotlter 20-30,000 to1is probably damaged. 

The contributor to the Pariser Zeitung writes :-

" Always in the first days of each month the 
High Command of the Armed Forces is in the 
habit of announcing the successes achieved in the 
campaign against enemy warships and merchant 
navies during the foregoing month. In September, 
also, heavy blows were inflicted on the ene!'Ily, 
and on this occasion the large number of sunk or 
damaged warship units is particularly noticeable. 
The greater part of these successes were scored 
in the Mediterranean theatre, a clear proof that 
the cnomy, who is dependent on long lines of 
communication, is forced to accept very heavy 
losses in his undertakings. He is less able to bear 
these losses with a light heart because, in every 
case, the units concerned cannot be replaced at 
a moment's notice, not to mention the loss of 
members of crews with long years of training. 
In the Atlantic also, German forces, primarily 
U-Boats, have distinguished themselves by 
success~ operations. 

" In this connection the battl~ with the convoy 
proceeding to the U.S.A. may be recalled. In this 
convoy alone, twelve destroyers were sunk and 
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three others severely damaged. September is 
1a.ltogether a record month for the loss of enemy 
,destroyers. No fewer than twenty have been sunk 
:and seventeen damaged. Such a high proportion 
,of success has not previously been achieved in 
'this war. It is not unjustifiable, therefore, to 
:speak of a ' D~stroyer Month.' In the case of 
,cruisers also, the balance sheet is very satisfactory. 
Three have been sunk and eighteen damaged. 
[t must always be borne in mind that, owing to 
'lhe complicated mechanism of a warship, any 
damage means a very considerable decrease in 
:fighting efficiency. If one adds up the sunk and 
,damaged battleships, cruisers, destroyers and 
itorpedo boats alone (without taking into con
sideration the M.T.B.s, SfM.s, minesweepers, 
iguard vessels, landing craft and other small war 
vessels) there is a deficit of no fewer than 64 
warships in September, a figure which illustrates 
dearly the successes of our naval and air forces. 

" The battle against enemy supply shipping 
also showed a very satisfactory balance sheet 
during the past month. More than 900.000 G.R.T. 
were put out of action either by sinking or 
damaging." 


